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Luallen:
Tuitions
must stay
in check

Fannin
top state
university
professor

III Auditor speaks
to MSU task force
about state goals

By Shannon Davis
MSU Public Relations
urray State University
professor
Associate
was
Fannin
John
College/named
recently
University Teacher of the Year
for the state of Kentucky for the
2008-09 school year by the
Kentucky Music Education
Association.
Appointed assistant director of
bands at Murray State in 1995.
Fannin's responsibilities at
Murray include Symphonic
Band, Marching Band and
instrumental music education
classes. Under his leadership the
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By The Associated Press
Thursday...Partly sunny.
Highs in the lower 20s.
Thursday night...Mostly
clear. Lows around 4.
sunny.
Friday...Mostly
Highs in the lower 20s.
night...Partly
Friday
cloudy. Lows around 16.
Saturday.. Partly Sunny.
Highs in the upper 30s.
Saturday night...Partly
cloudy. Lows in the mid 20s.
Sunday...Partly sunny A
sl:aht chance of flurries.
Highs around 40.
Sunday night through
night. Partly
monday
cloudy. Lows in the mid 20s.
Highs in the lower 40s.
Tuesday. Mostly sunny
Highs in the lower 40s
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
ommonwealth legisla
tors and leaders of
Kentucky's public and
private universities must find
ways to keep college tuition
costs in check if the state is
going to compete in the national economy and reach a goal of
289,000 bachelor-degree holdcis by 2020.
That was the
message state
Kentucky
of
Auditor
Public
Accounts Cnt
Luallen delivered to members of Murray
State Luellen
University's
Tuition Task Force during a
meeting at Pogue Library
Wednesday night. Luallen said
the state will never turn around
the number of Kentuckiang
going on Medicaid rolls or
incarcerated behind bars until
getting a good education is
affordable.
"We will never do so unless
we can lift up dramatically the
numbers of people successfully
completing a post-secondary
education," she said. "Because
in this economy. the quality jobs
are knowledge-based jobs and
we know that. We are already
behind the curve because our
people already have a lower
level of educational attainwrit."
Luallen was invited to speak
to the group. tasked with find-

C

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Times
Calloway County Red Cross Executive Director Jennifer Wilson encourages business owners and community leaders to
form teams to raise money for the annual Heroes Campaign. The campaign kicked off Thursday morning with a breakfast at the Weaks Community Center

WEATHER
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Calloway County Red Cross kicks
off its annual 'Heroes' Campaign
II Wilson, Delancey
enlist help from others
for support of agency
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Wnter
he Calloway C'ounty chapter ot the
American Red Cross encouraged
business and community leaders
Thursday morning to help raise funds for
the agency as it kicked off its annual
Heroes fundraising campaign at the Weaks
Community Center.
Jennifer Wilson, who started as
Calloway's executive director in August.
said the campaign had always kicked off
before with a meeting in which tea was

T

sci seci And that this was the first year for a
breakfast. She said that anyone could be a
hero by providing S1,000 to the Red Cross
and asked business owners to get involved
and for employees to ask their bosses to
make contributions or form fundraising
teams. A packet provided at each table also
asked for churches, civic groups and other
clubs and organizations to help raise
money, listing almost 40 success stories.
Heroes campaign chairman Greg
Delancey suggested several ways to raise
money for the campaign. He said businesses that have a lot of retail traffic could
ask patrons to purchase Red Cross Squares
for a dollar, which could then have the person's names on them and be attached to
front windows. He said groups could also

get paid to pick up garbage along the roads
or get paid by Murray State University to
help clean the Regional Special Events
Center after events.
"Just a little bit from everyone makes a
great impact," he said.
Wilson thanked Culver's restaurant for
volunteering to hold a Valentine's Day
pancake breakfast from 8 to 10 a.m. on
Feb. 14 to mark the halfway point of the
campaign. She asked everyone to help sell
tickets to the event. The campaign will end
on March 10, at which point all donations
and pledges will be due. A celebration
breakfast buffet will be held March 13 at
the Weaks Center, she said.

•See Page 2A
•See Page 2A

Former resident, Tobias,
adds author to list of feats
yew ,i1
(hieing A pi,ty
By KYSER LOUGH
teaching. becoming a mother,
Staff Writer
Former Murray resident and grandmother and great-grandlocal graduate Anne Tobias has mother and now she can add
a long list a accomplishments published author to that list.
in her life: 52 years of teaching
In preparation for the publicalirst grade. the painting of tion of her autobiography. "For
murals all along the halls of her
former school, writing and pro- •See Page 4A

Annual Boat, Outdoor Show
coming to Murray's RSEC
By KYSOt LOUGH
Staff Wnter
The 25th annual West
Kentucky Boat and Outdoor
Show is set for launch this
weekend at the Regional
Special Events Center. with a
full house of exhibitors and a
few new features. The show will
he open 4 to 9 p.m. Friday, 10

Come see our
New Arrivals including...
1
,
‘

a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturday and 11
a.m. to 4 p.m. Sunday and
admission is free. Optional
donations will be accepted at
the door to benefit the United
Way.
There are over 50 exhibitors

111 See Page 5A
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•Luallen
From Front

RYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times
BOARD RECOGNMON: In celebration of School Board Member Recognition Month,
Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins, seated left, and Murray Mayor Torn Rushing,
seated right, sign a proclamation honoring the Calloway County School Board members.
Standing, from left, are: Jeff Gordon, Steve Hoskins, superintendent, Leeann Myers and
Randy Mccallon, assistant superintendent. Not pictured are: Terry Bourland, Steve Grogan
and Richard Smotherman.

•Fannin ...

School and Ganado High
School, all in Arizona.
Fannin was named the First
From Front
District
Kentucky
Music
Racer Marching Band has Educators Association(KMEA)
grown from 85 to 245 members. 'University Teacher of the
and has been featured at the Year" in 1996. 1999.2001, 2002
2(X)6 Bands of America Grand and 2007. He was also awarded
National
Marching
Band the 2003 First District KMEA
Championships.
"Citation of Merit- and the Phi
Prior to his appointment at Beta Mu 2007 "Outstanding
Murray State University, Fannin Contributor to Band in
was band director at Onate High Kentucky" and the 2006
chool. Del Norte High School. Outstanding
MSU
Music
White Sand Missile Range Faculty.
Middle School, Thoreau High
Fannin serves as creative

ing ways to hold down tuition
costs at MSU, to provide an
update on action Gov. Steve
Beshear and the Kentucky
General Assembly is, or will
be. taking concerning provision
of state funding assistance to
colleges in the future.
The cost of paying for a college education at a public university in Kentucky has risen an
average of 96 percent since
2002. At
Murray
State
University, the cost has risen 90
percent, according to Luellen.
Citing statistics that 59 percent of all students attending
stale colleges come from outof-state, Luellen said more must
be done to aid Kentucky families in college costs. While outof-state students are welcome in
Kentucky. only 25 percent
remain to live and work, but a
much higher percentage of
Kentucky natives remain in
their home state: aiding the
Commonwealth's economy and
standard of living.
Luellen said lower income
households must expend 42 percent of their income to attend

s°liege in Kentucky and the
state's policy makers and officials at both private and public
colleges must do more to provide adequate funds or cost containment allowing more high
school graduates and non-traditional students to attend college.
Luellen said the state can best
assist colleges by holding the
line on funding allocation annually in the long-term while providing colleges with the flexibility to find ways increase revenue while keeping tuition costs
down.
"So that is the key as we all
think about the specific possible
solutions. As we deal with this
in a very difficult budget environment and perhaps the worst
we've seen in our lifetime, we
have to have policy leaders at
every level reaffirm our commitment to the long-term goal
of a sustained commitment over
time," she said.
Luellen listed several recommendations concerning how to
deal with the situation as part of
an updated report on the status
of post-secondary education
costs in the Commonwealth.
Some of the recommendations
include a review of all financial
aid sources and programs

statewide (such as ICEES funding) to insure they are as viable
and efficient as possible: getting
the federal government to simplify financial aid application
forms allowing more students to
apply without giving up
because of the difficulty associated with paperwork, make intransfers
between
state
Kentucky community colleges
and four-year universities easier
putting an end to higher costs
associated with duplication of
classes.

II Heroes ...
From Front
Wilson listed a few services
the Red Cross provides, including assistance at disaster sites
for emergency workers and victims, local blood donation
drives, disaster preparedness
education and health, safety and
community education.
Information supplied by
Wilson said an average of 91
cents of every dollar the Red
Cross spends is invested in
humanitarian services and programs. The Red Cross is not a
government agency and relies
on donations.

resource (music and visual) for
many high school and college
bands. He has recently published concert band works with
Arrangers Publishing Company,
Curnow Music Press and Alfred
Music Company. Fannin is an
active band clinician and guest
conductor. He has been a guest
conductor/clinician in New
Mexico, Texas, Missouri,
Tennessee, Arkansas, Indiana,
Illinois. Wisconsin, Mississippi.
Pennsylvania, New
York,
Florida and Kentucky.
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KYSER LOUGH/LEdger & Times

KING PROCLAMATiON: In honor of Martin Luther King, Jr., Mayor Tom Rushing, seated,
signs a proclamation declaring Monday, Jan. 19, as the Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday in the
city of Murray. Rushing is joined by, standing left to right, S.G. Carthell, Ronald Sickles, Jesse
Adams and MarTeze Hammonds.

Residents reminded of warming centers
Pastors of five MurrayCalloway County churches
recently announced a warming
shelter ministry for local residents needing temporary shelter, food and other necessities.
The five sponsoring churches
and lead pastors include the
Rev. Richard Smith. pastor of
First United Methodist Church,
Revs. David and Ann Marie
Montgomery
of
First
Presbyterian Church, the Rev.
John Dale of Glendale Road
Church of Christ, Rev. Matt
Bradley of St. John's Episcopal
Church and the Rev. Richard
Youngblood of University
Church of Christ. Other churches, civic and community groups
and volunteers will support the

including Dockers', Lee', Levi's,
Union Bay, New Balancet, Carters,
Oshkosh',jerzeesb & morel

GlbbalVI9rtgage

600,,8

goody+s

meal will be provided.
Cots, linens, pillows, and
blankets will be provided.
Families, males and females
will be located in defined areas.
Opportunities to play games,
read or activities focused on
spiritual enrichment will be
available. At least two church
volunteers will remain in the
building for supervision purposes. Murray Police Department
will check in with the volunteers and make an on-site visit
sometime during the night.
For more information, contact
First United Methodist at 7533812. Other participating
churches as well as Murray
Need Line may also be contacted for information.

IS

*Clearance
PRICE

effort through providing volunteers, services, supplies and
contributions.
The program kicked off
January II.
The order of coverage
includes: January 11-17, First
Methodist: January 18-24,
Glendale Road Church of
Christ; January 25-31, St. John's
Episcopal Church; February 17, University Church of Christ;
and
February 8-14, First
Presbyterian Church.
The day and time schedule for
the shelter will be as follows:
Sunday nights through Saturday
mornings beginning January 11
5:30 p.m. to 8 a.m. A maximum
of 40 persons will be accepted
and an evening and morning
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Rift apparent in Hams as fighting intensifies

Obituaries
Charles (Wayne) Adams
Charles(Wayne)Adani,, S. Ky. Hwy.. 121 North, Murray. died
Tuesday. Jan. 13, 2009, at 3 p.m. at Si, Thomas Hospital, Nashville.
Tenn. He was of Baptist faith.
Born Aug. 14, 1949, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
late Leston Lee (Bill) and Bruce Evonne Adams. Also preceding
him in death were two sisters, Shirley Cowgill and Vickie Jo
Bowen: one brother. Bobby Dale Adams.
Survivors include three daughters, Lisa Shemwell and husband.
Shelby. Hopkinsville, Amanda Bucy and husband. Troy, Buchanan,
Tenn.. and Christina Adams and husband, Shawn. Murray; one sister. Martha Clark and husband, Paul, Benton; one brother, Billy Ray
Adams and wife, Mildred. Murray: five grandchildren. Taylor and
Tyler Shemwell. Hopkinsville. Dylan and Kayden Cannon, Murray,
and Kaleb Huey. Buchanan, Tenn.; three special friends. Cathy
Byerly. Billy (Lil Bob) Bramlett and Ginger Sisk; several nieces
and nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at II a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Bro. John Bedwell will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.

Albert Heiss
Albert Heiss. 64. Murray Paris Road. Murray. died Wednesday.
Jan. 14. 2008, at 9:20 p.m. at his home.
An Army veteran of the Vietnam War, he was
retired from Briggs and Stratton. He was a member
of Glendale Road Church of Christ. Born March II.
1944, in Paterson. N.J., he was the son of the late
John Heiss and Mary Hanzi Heiss.
Survivors include his wife. Sue White Heiss. to
whom he was married Jan. 28, 1967, in Hazel; two daughters. Heidi
Heiss, Louisville, and Hilde Dryden and husband, Jay, Huntsville,
Ala.; two sisters, Frieda Helmstener, Bridgewater. N.J.. and Hilda
Esposito. Bound Brook, N.J.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Dana(Mena) Daniel
Mrs. Dana (Artella) Darnell, 103. Benton, died Wednesday, Jan.
14, 2009, at 11:40 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements.
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rhe luneral for Mrs. Lucille Spiceland will be Saturday at I p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Eugene Burkeen
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 6:30 p.m. Friday.
Mrs. Spiceland, 93, Ann Arbor, Mich., formerly of Murray, died
Monday, Jan. 12, 2009, at 6:30 a.m. at her home.
A homemaker, she was a member of Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Lloyd Spiceland; sonin-law, Stanley Deline; two brothers. Dwight and Hillis Harris; one
sister, Mary Cochran; two half brothers. Howard and William
Harris; half sister, Paloma Murphy. Born Nov. 12, 1915. in
Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Samuel Abel
Harris and Ellen Underwood Harris.
Survivors include one daughter, Sandra Deline, and two grandchildren, Sydney and Robert Deline. all of Ann Arbor. Mich.

Bobby Ray Dublin

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) -- Egyptian plan.
Signs of sharp division are
Israeli intelligence assessappeanng within the top ranks ments have repeatedly suggestof Hamas as fighting with Israel ed
differences
emerging
in Gaza intensifies and cease- between the Syria and Gaza
fire talks brokered by Egypt wings of Hamas.
Israel's goal in the offensive
reach a critical point.
The differences have sharp- is to inflict heavy damage on
ened over the past two days and Hamas and force it to stop rockcould have a significant impact eting southern Israel.
on the outcome of the truce
A rift in the llamas leadernegotiations.
ship could benefit Israel because
Gaza-based Hamas officials it suggests the on-the-ground
have sounded more willing in Hamas people in Gaza - bearrecent days to consider a deal ing the brunt of the offensive
for a temporary cease-fire, being are leaning toward a pragmatic
pushed by Egypt, even though compromise to end the bloodthe proposal would leave Israeli shed.
troops on the ground in Gaza
While the offensive has dealt
temporarily and keep the territo- a blow to Hamas' battle capabilry's borders sealed in the short ities, the divisions within the
term. But Hamas political offi- group's leadership could also
cials, close to the group's lead- work against Israel. It is unclear
ership-in-exile in Syria, have who truly speaks for the Islamic
characterized a cease-fire as still militants and it remains to be
far away.
seen whether the group is preOne key Hamas official from pared for a longer-term arrangeinside Gaza, Ghazi Hamad. told ment. Also a divided Hamas
the BBC Wednesday he was would make it more difficult for
optimistic the cease-fire being Israel to ensure any deal will be
worked on in Egypt could be observed.
reached.
Another problem for Israel is
Salah al-Bardawil, another Hamas appears to be enjoying a
Hamas official from Gaza. groundswell of public support at
stopped short of saying the mili- the expense of pro-Western
tants had accepted the Egyptian Palestinian President Mahmoud
proposal for a 10-day cease-fire Abbas, who has been harshly
but told reporters,"We hope that criticized for not taking a tough
this Egyptian effort will suc- enough stance against Israel
ceed."
during this offensive. Abbas has
But a top Hamas spokesman been conducting peace negotiain Syria, Moussa Abu Marzouk. tions with Israel.
told The Associated Press on
Egyptian officials also have
Thursday that Hamas would not suggested there are Hamas rifts.
abandon its demand that Israel
Hamas, however, has denied
withdraw its troops from Gaza any internal divisions and has
and open border crossings accused Israel of spreading such
before any cease-fire, even a reports as psychological wartemporary one, could take fare. And the tougher tone from
effect.
Syrian-based officials could be
Another top Hamas figure merely a negotiating tactic.
linked to the leadership in Syria,
The group's official structure
Osama Hamdan. said late complicates the picture. Hamas
Wednesday that Hamas had not insists it makes decisions
agreed to some points of the through a consensus process

Ahmadinejad:
'Not feasible'
for Israel to live
31t4151S4) -

The funeral for Bobby Ray Dublin will be Friday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Milner and On Funeral Home, Paducah. Rev. Bill
Coleman and Donnie Dublin will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Barnett erreterV, MUFRIP
Visitaijon will bilk thi.TtineaMome from 5 to 8 p.m. today' trap's(
prdifeate'says the
(Thursday
bOrti/i Hamas
Mr. Dublin, 78. Paducah, died Tuesday. Jan. 13, 2009. at 7:31
and Israel has shown that it is
a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He worked as a cook at the Little Castle & Horseshoe Grill "not feasible" for what he calls
Restaurants. He was also a member of Heartland Worship Center Israel's "Zionist regime" to conand served as the bus ministry director for many years. Born Nov. tinue in the region.
6. 1930, in Paducah. he was the son of the late Vernon and Zady
President
Mahmoud
Driver Dublin. Also preceding him in death were one daughter,
says
the
fighting
Ahmadinejad
Harper,
two
sisters
and
three
brothers.
Brenda Sue
Survivors include his wife, Nettie June Garlan Dublin; three in Gaza has been "a great lesson
daughters, Paula Coleman. Debbie Gipson and Beverly Phelps. all for all." saying it shows "the
of Paducah; two sons. Donald Edward Dublin, Benton, and Michael absolute defeat and desperation
Ray Dublin, Paducah; 15 grandchildren; 18 great-grandchildren: of this (Israeli) regime."
one sister-in-law: several nieces and nephews.
He says that "even for the
supporters of the occupying
James Dale Guthrie
A memorial service for James Dale Guthrie was held Monday. regime and its leaders, it has
Dec. 22, 2008, at I p.m. at Kirkwood United Methodist Church, become clear that the continuaKirkwood, Mo. Visitation was Dec. 21 at the Bopp Funeral Home, tion of the Zionist regime's life
Kirkwood. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Kirkwood in the region is not feasible."
United Methodist Church.
Ahmadinejad does not use
Mr. Guthrie, Des Peres. Mo.. died Thursday. Dec. 18, 2008.
Survivors include his wife, Becky Sturgell Guthrie; three sons, the word Israel in his comments,
Jason Guthrie and wife, Jacqui, Baltimore, Md., and Andrew made at a press conference this
Guthrie and wife. Kristin, and Lindsay Guthrie, all of St. Louis, morning.
Mo.; two grandsons, Ephraim and Spencer Guthrie; one sister, Janet
But opponents of Israel often
Manning and husband, Mike. Murray, Ky.; one brother, Don
use
the term "Zionist regime" to
Guthrie and wife, Diana. Hardin, Ky.; mother-in-law. Catherine
refer to it.
Sturgell, Salem. III.

N. Korea's Kim taps 3rd son as successor
Kim will hand leadership over
SEOUL, South Korea(AP)North Korean leader Kim Jong to Swiss-educated Kim Jong Un,
II has named his youngest son to who is in his mid-20s, South
succeed him as head of the Korea's Yonhap news agency
Stalinist nation, a South Korean said, citing an unidentified intelnews agency report said this ligence source. The powerful
Workers' Party was informed
morning.
But another report said his eld- about a week ago, the report
est son was poised to step in as a said.
Jong Un was born to Kim Jong
figurehead, reflecting uncertainty over who will succeed Kim. ll's late wife Ko Yong Hi. Ko
had another son. Kim Jong
who turns 67 next month.
Rumors have swirled for years Chol, but the father reportedly
that Kim would nominate one of doesn't favor the middle son as a
his three sons as a successor, fol- possible leader.
The National Intelligence
lowing the tradition begun when
he inherited the leadership from Service, Seoul's top spy agency,
his father, North Korea's said it could not confirm the
report.
founder Kim II Sung.
Cheong Seong-chang, a North
Reports that Kim Jong II suffered a stroke in mid-August Korea specialist at the independheightened speculation about a ent Sejong Institute, said the
reported choice of Jong Un
successor.

seemed to be a feasible scenario.
"Jong Un has leadership(qualities) and a desire to grab
power," Cheong told The
Associated Press, adding that he
thought he was the most qualified of the three sons to lead
North Korea at a difficult time.
Japan's Yomiuri newspaper,
however, reported earlier in the
day on its Web site that Kim's
eldest son, Kim Jong Nam, is
expected to serve as a nominal
head of state, citing unnamed
U.S. intelligence sources.
Kim Jong Nam. 38, had long
been considered the favorite to
succeed his father - until he
was caught trying to enter Japan
on a fake passport in 2001,
reportedly telling Japanese officials he wanted to visit Tokyo
Disneyland.

INSURANCE

leader. M.
is considered a
hard-liner who consults ire
quently with Syrian and Iranian
officials. Top Iranian officials
have visited Damascus Ire
quently throughout the Israeli
offensive that began on Dec. 27
Mashaal has repeatedly
called for the militant group to
tight on despite more than 1,001i
deaths during the offensive.
Hundreds of those who died are
believed to he fighters, but Gaia
medical officials say about hall
of the dead were civilians

among an estimated
hers of the secretive Shura
Council who live both inside
and outside Gata and the West
Bank.
But the members rarely meet
because of travel restrictions
and security concerns, and
observers note it would be nearimpossible for such a big group
to make fast decisions.
In practice. Hamas' most
powerful official is widely
thought to be Khaled Mashaal.
political
Syrian-based
the
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HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
2704513366 I 800.444-1854
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West Kentucky

11011.„=

January 16 - 18, 2009
Regional Special Events Center
Murray, KY
(Highway 121 By-pass. just across from Lowe's)

BOATS • BOATS • BOATS
Tackle, ATV's, GPS Tourism Et More
Show Hours
Friday
4:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Saturday
10:00 a,m. - 8:00 p.m.
Sunday
11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Ladies Area • Seminars
Fishing Pond • Kid's Area
Grab the Cash Contest
FLW Fantasy Fishing Simulator

FREE ADMISSION
Bring the Whole Family!

Seminar Schedule
Friday, January 16
Spring Techniques Et Patterns for Trophy Bass
The Secrets for Successful Redear Fishing
Saturday, January 17
11:00 a.m. Tips from a Professional Angler
12:30 p.m. Spring Techniques Et Patterns for Trophy Bass
2:00 p.m. Why So Many Bass, and So Few Crappie?
3:30 p.m. Crappie Fishing
5:00 p.m. The Secrets for Successful Redear Fishing
6:30 p.m. Basics of Bass Fishing
Sunday, January 18
11:30 a.m. The Secrets for Successful Redear Fishing
1:00 p.m. Crappie Fishing
2: 30 p.m. Basics of Bass Fishing
5:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

The West Kentucky Boat

Dave Stewart
Jack Devor
Dan Morehead
Dave Stewart
Paul Rister
Jerry Maupin
Jack Devor
Bobby Kilzer
Jack Devor
Jerry Maupin
Bobby Kilzer

Outdoor Show is sponsored in part by:

The4)

FAN OREKENTUCKYLAKE.COM

www.westkyboatshow.com

Murray Bank

270-492-6477

WeaMpleESUifis

HOME • AUTO • BUSINESS• FARM
Bob Cornesson
Agent

irOil*** (III) Wilrfe

114

01 1•011111w

Stuart A...amulet.
*gent
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•Tobias ...
From Front
A Chew of Tobacco.- Tobias has
been writing a series of children's books, aimed at the age
range that she used to teach.
Tobias was born and raised in
Murray. which plays into the
title of her memoir.
"My father had a produce
route ... he was stranded away
from home because of floods, so
when it was time for me to he
born my mother sent for an
older lady who was a midwife
who chewed tobacco." Tobias
said. "And so she paid for my
delivery with a chew of tobacco."
The book begins with that
story and culminates with
Tobias reflecting on whether or
not she is still worth the chew ot
tobacco.
"Near the end of your life you
wonder if all your life has been
what it should be, if you were a
good friend, a good neighbor. a
good teacher, good friend, good
mother, good grandmother.
good great-grandmother," she
said. "And so I was contemplating if I were worth a chew ot
tobacco."
Two of her children's books
have already been released, with
three more on the way.
The first book, "Harry's
Problem ... First Loose Tooth.'"
was written while Tobias way
still teaching. She was known
around her school as the "official painless tooth puller" and
reworked her story into the
book, which is illustrated by het
brother-in-law. Tobias remembered how frightened her students were when they had their
first loose tooth, and said she
had sympathy for them.
The other children's book in
print is "Harry Meets A Bully,"
and deals with the bullying
issues young children face
After noticing that bullying programs in her school were aimed
at older grades and seemed to
over the heads of her first.graders, Tobias said she wanted
to write something aimed at
younger children.
"Bullying is such a problem ..
it begins in the early grades.'
she said.
The next installment in the
Harry series will deal with the
stress of testing. Tobias said
many children have anxietiey
about testing, which made her
want to write the book.
"Students now are so overtested and the state and federal
government are setting such
standards that they seem to want
kids tested every other day." she
said.
The remaining two books she
has in the works are animal
books, "What Do Squirrels Eat
for Lunch?" and "Elephant
Annie," due to be released in the
spring and a few months later.
respectively.
Tobias got started in getting
published after encouragemeni
from a friend who also writes.
She got her connected with a
publisher, and they recommended she write children's books
first to get her name out in the
literary community before writing her memoir.
Before her career in teaching
began. Tobias attended school in
Murray. Her father paid tuition
for her to attend the Murray
Training School, the lab school
on campus of the then-named
Murray State Teachers College.
She was an active art student
and painted her first mural as
part of a project to create a student rec room.
Tobias was also an avid fan of
the Murray Training School's
basketball team. the Colts. She
attended every single game
while in high school, despite a
near-miss her senior year. The
school held a lottery to see who
got to ride the bus to away
games, and her name wasn't
drawn. However, the principal
knew her loyalty to the Colts
and offered to drive.
The Training School was a
three-story building located

Read the Want
Ads Daily

v.here Beshear Cr!,in used to
stand. and Tobias said she has a
hnck from when the building
was demolished.
"I have precious memories of
the school." she said. "It had
fabulous teachers, they were all
mentors. It was a wonderful,
priceless experience."
Tobias continued her education in Murray and graduated
from Murray State College in
1954. Although she remained a
basketball fan, she kept to just

Murray ledger & I inh_,

ing first grade. vandalism in the
school prompted her to enlist the
help of a friend to paint murals
on the school walls.
"The vandalism stopped
immediately." Tobias said. "We
updated them about five years
ago."
School renosations destroyed
the initial murals. hut Tobias
went hack and re-painted them
all before retirement.
The publication of "For A
Chew of Tobacco" is not yet
scheduled. hut Tobias said she
hopes to have it out within a
year. She said it will be filled

the home games for her college
years. She has been back to visit
a few times, and said that the
town dint university has changed
immensely since her days at the
school.
"It's %cry different. I almost
needed a map to ride around."
she said. "When I was going. it
was called the south's most
beautiful campus and Fm prejudice and think it still is."
Tobias was able to bring the
"beautiful campus" theme to her
elementry school, thanks to her
art and mural experience.
After about 20 years of teach-

with memorable quotes and
comments from her students that
she's picked up over the years.
"Some of them are lust priceless." she said. "I had a wonderful career. I miss it terribly."

Tom Hawley Photo
Retired teacher Anne Tobias
reads her first children's
book. "Harry's Problem ...
First Loose Tooth," to
Suzanne Thirjung's firstgrade class at Farmington
in
School
Elementary
Garden City, Mich.

HURRY IN FOR
LIMITED-TIME VALUES
January 15-19, 2009

Lets Build Something Together

LOUIE'S

your
CHOICE!

Ask forZERO Monthly
Payrnedad.lote.rest
for

months*
(01 W.0111 12

your purchase made on
your Lowe's(*) Consumer
Credit Card.

n,

on your purchase of
$299 or more made on your
Lowe's Consumer
Credit Card.

OR
Offers cannot be combined.
Valid 1/15/09 - 1/19/09.
See below for details

$5

MAIL-IN.
REBATE

VALSPAR SIGNATURE
COLORS PAINT

Applies to
in-stock or
Special Order
carpet.

$5 mailon rebate on All 1 Gallon Sizes of
Valspar Signature Colors Paint Offer valid
1,15/09 - 1 /9/09 See store tor details

vaispar13
Sic;N AT U R
:05,0 e s

-

interior
EGGSHELL

FINIS"

NEW LOWER PRICE!

INSTALLATION
Guaranteed

now
$2748

Paces stated for basic
installation require
purchase of both carpet
and pad from Lowe's.
oAdd:onal charges may
apply. Limited to singlefamily residences See
store for detarls.

was

gailon
rebate
A`ter mall in
$2248
rebate

find hundreds of NEW LOW R PR
Si

20% off

•

10" Pot
Assorted

IN-STOCK DENSARMOR
PLUS DRYWALL

Basic
Foliage

M.C.4.01.c!

*Surfaced
on 4 sides
NEW LOWER PRICE!

now

Mature plants shown Actual
plant matenal at store may vary.

09 - 1/19/09
Offer valid 1/15,
Discount taken at register See store
for details

S in store.

now
$797

•SeleC4111d
strengt%
appearan
i

5968611

Vaispar" Signature
Colors Interior
Eggshell Finish Paint
'Lifetime warranty
#213457;242340

was
$277 s29° each
x 4" x 96" Top Choice
Kiln-Dried Whitewood Stud 07001

was
*897
3-Pack
3/8"
Roller
Cover

NEW LOWER PRICE!

now

$1398

*66541

was
s1548

100-Count 13-Gallon FerceFlex
Drawstring Trash Bags Oh rrta

showvas

LOWER PRICE!

now
$34
was
S69
SPEC1A LVALUS!

now

78t
so.
0 Per

was

Per

97e
Ciluridems
Laminate Flooring

•Darlington Oak 456323

SPECIAL
VALUE!

SPECIAL

now
$349

now
Nseva,
$2997

10 Lb.

3-HP (Peak), 6-Gallon

waS
%CB
Wild Bird Seed

VALUE'

Wet/Dry Vac 0.1 .127

*70879

4'
Fiberglass /
Stepladder j
nuad
capacity
#97100

now
$498

was
1
6"

8-Roll Bounty Basic
•Great strength at a great
price #239360

clearance

30m50% of
CLEARANCE RUGS
Look tor items with yellow clearance labels Price reflects discount
Quantities limited, while supplies last See store for details

Otter starts 1/15/09

1750/0 off
HOME ACCENTS
COORDINATED DECOR COLLECTIONS
Applies to Home Accents Coordinated Decor Collections Offer starts 1/15/09 While supplies
last Discount taken at register Selection may vary by store See store for details

Prices may vary after 1,19,09 if there are makei venoms vas- prices in this advertisement were in effect on 18/09. and may -vary based on Lowe's Everyday Low Price policy *RNANCING PFIOMOTION DETAILS: Ask for Zero Monthly Payments and Interest for 12 Mor
applies to any svagie-recept in store purchase of $299 or more made 11509 through l'19-'09 on a Lowe's Consumer Credit Card account No monthly payments *4 be rePoired and no finance charges will be assessed or thus promotional purchase r you Day the too.,
full by/within 12 months it the promotional purchase amount and (21 any related optional credit insurancedoebt cancer-lawn charges .1 you do not finance charges wit be assessed or the promotional balance from the talent the corchase and avvr/liy
will be reo
Siaidard account terns apply Is ion-prornottonat purchases APR is 2199% Mr Finance charge is St 00 Offer must te reouested and cc000r resented at time of purchase Ogler is subtect to credit approval Excludes Lone &Airless credo Accounts Lewes. Pio
00 any single-receipt in-store purchase charged to your Lowe's Consumer Credit Card Account between 1 ,.1519 Mrougn 1 .19-09 Coupor ,nast be veserted at lime of purr:Card" Accounts. Lowe's' VISA Accounts and* tower catada credit products ...maw
and cannot be used in conlunctoor with any other coupon or discount this coupon is good tora single wept purchase of any in-stock or soecoi Omer merchandise only up to 95003(Maximum discount $500 Carton is not redeemable to,cash is nontransferabe and coauction bmit one COupOn Cie,transaction Not yak] On sales via Loans corn previous sales, purchase of services or grtt earls Otter must be requested at the time of purchase Citlbe replaced rf lost Or stolen Void rt altered, coped transferred or said through any
subtect to credit approval Eicroes Lowe's' Business Credit Accounts Lowe's' Protect Card" Accounts Lowe's' VISA' Accts and all Loans' Canada Credit products 4130 entire-house carpet inatalabon once for basic irstallaror -5' camel and pad Prices stale:
01
smgle-farmly
purchase
for
onsiallation
in
resident4 tomes Atchtional charges may apply for services not included in basic instaltatcr Prices dc no! include cost of rnaterals lobe mstalled Not valid on prior purc nu
both
carpet
Lowe's
basic installation require
and pact rrOrn
See store for details We resene the rgilt, 10 limit quantities While Lowe's strives lobe accurate unotentional errors may occur We reserve the right 10 Cored any error Prices and Oromotions acOJ to US locations CYA ;' 2009 by. Lowe s All rights reserved Limes and 1-,f.
gable Ong'are registered hademarks 0'IF LLC ;093191
11,r54111,41,11,1
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III Boat Show ...
other shows that traditionally

From Front

has': hem held in Paducah are
arrePtly

registered

for

the

not happening this ?, ear. hut

osent. and the large lower lesel
exhibit spaces are completely
hooked. Boat show owner
Nancy Mieure said registration
still open for any small seniors who want to participate.
ind that the current list IN the
most exhibitors ,,her, ever had
Mieure added that this show
will be the only boat show in
western Kentucky The two

Mieure said she did not think it

worried that his boat sales will
he affected negatively after talking with another dealer
"He told me the other boat
dealer had recently been to a
boat show and was selling
boats.- Mieure said.

Thursday. Jantiat, 15, 2009 • 5A

Outdoors, said the •imulafull-size Ranger hoar
inside a semi trailer Screens on
the walls display a lake that
attendees can pilot their hoat
tor is a

across using the controls in the
boat itself \kashbuni said the

affected her exhibitor surge
New to the Boat and Outdoor

"A lot of the

boat dealers that

go to the Paducah shows were
already signed up for

nty show,"

she said.
Mieure said she had talked to
one of her boat dealers about

how the economy will affect
boat sales. The dealer is not

is an addition to the popular fishing pond. FlAk Outdoors
will he setting up a boat simulator next to the pond. which
allows attendees to feel what it
is like to drive a boat.
Dave Washburn. director of
Administrative Operations at
Show

simulator

trasels

around

the

country and is used as pan oh the

promotion tor 1-LA Outdoor'
Fantasy Fishing web site
Another new exhibitor is one
of the most unusual exhibitors
Mteure said she's had and will
be set up in the upper level small
booths

HURRY IN FOR
LIMITED-TIME VALUES
January 15-19, 2009

"At:* %,e got a guy coming in
who hanskrafts hiking. walking
and shepherding staffs." she
said
Returning to the Boat and
Outdoor Show is the "ladies
area" located on the upper level.
vendors
This area features
specifically geared toward
w omen
"There'll he a sariety of things
from The Panipered Chef to
Tupperware to tewelry." Mieure
said
The ladies area originated
from a woman who used to set

Let's Build Something Together

.-oiDuet Sport Washer IWFW8.300SWI anct Matching Dryer •/-'
par PedeStalS sold separately Lime 1 laundry par per custce,
•-egster
iirfer valid on Washer Item 1232560, Electric Dryer 4232563 dna Gas Dryer ir232584 Mai be Nara*
through Speo• Order Express Offer valid 1.1509 -1 19/09 See 9*-rirriate for detals
,•
•
r t

Mao
A. Stainless-Look

now

25.3 Cu Ft
Refrigerator 911 263,-,
3.3 Cu. Ft. High Efficiency
Washer 8232560
15-1/2" Storage Pedestal

EER

#16296

$248

now

$198

May be .•

was
5998
was
s228

D. Stainless-Look
Dishwasher
#30875

114
now

$498
now

$348

was
s548
was
s398

!Ice through Specia Order Express
Receive 10% off in-stock and Special Order ENERGY
STAR maior appliances priced $397 or more (before
taxes). Offer valid 1/15/09 - 1'1909 Discount taken
at register. Not valid on previous sales. installation
and delivery, fees, extended protection plans, water
heaters. select Fisher8Paykel' or Electrolux items.
See store for details.

ENERGY STAR

10off

STAR

B. Stainless-Look
Over-the-Range
Microwave #298289

6.7 Cu. Ft. Electric Dryer
#232563

s848

C. Stainless-Look
Electric Range
#296220

MAJOR APPLIANCES
BUY ONE GET ONE

FREE

$1198

MAYIAG

HighEfficiency Front Load Washer

4.0 Cu. Ft. Crimson

(MHVVEKIOVF) #298208
7.0 Cu. Ft. Electric Dryer
(MEDE300VF) #298209

$1196

15-1/2" Storage Pedestal
(XHP1550VF) 8298211

$278

May be available through Special Order Express

r.

Purchase 2 identical Whirlpool or
Maytag pedestals and get the
value of 1 of the pedestals lup to
$278) back by mail -in rebate
Purchases must be made on the
same receipt Rebate amount
does not include tax, installation.
or delivery. Rebate form prints at
register. Void where prohibited by
law. See associate for details.
Offer valid 1/1509 - 1.19/09.

10(Y°
off

20%

SPECIAL ORDER
ENTRY DOORS

ALL AIR
COMPRESSORS
Offer valid 1/15/09 - 1/19/09
Discount taken at register
See store for details While
supplies last

6
-#)

S998
4.6 Cabrio High Efficiency Washer
*Washes 3 baskets of laundry in a single load
.11 cycles. including Woolmark, Bulky Items
IWTVV6700TW) #293997
7.0 Cu. Ft. Steam Electric Dryer
•Naturally steams out wrinkles and
$998
odors (WED6600VVV) #294001

21n%

May be available througr Special Order Express

TOOL STORAGE
CHESTS & CABINETS
Offer valid 1/15/09 - 1/19!09
Discount taken at register.
See store for details While
supplies last

$100
GIFT CARD
Via mail-in rebate with purchase of an
in-stock or Special Order Whirlpool or
Maytag High Efficiency Washer and
matching Dryer pair Offer excludes
Whirlpool Duet Sport and Maytag Epic
Z Purchases must tic made or, the
same receipt Offer valid 11509 119,09 Purchase price excludes tax,
installation, and delivery Limit one
redemption per household Rebate
form prints at register Void where prohibited by law See store for details.

$59
CABINET
INSTALLATION

uoff

off

Otter yallo 1 1509 1.23,09
Discount taken at time of order
See store for details.

Alb I

free
SINK BASE

sum,
SPECIAL
VALUE!
now
'NEW LOINUR PRICK

now
$598 vv as
s6"
3-Pack 60-Watt Equivalent
CFL Light Bulbs
•Uses only 13 watts 0156922

$
6888
was
5799°
5-Tier Heavy-Duty Black
Steel Shelving Unit

was
$1297 s149
'
31 -Gallon Roughneck

•Max. 1,500 lbs per shell
#220584.101933

•32 5 L x 20'W x 16 8
#1 09998

5

I U gig L

off

CLEARANCE
MAJOR

APPLIANCES

•
„
arance labels throughout appliance
department Price reflects discount Offer starts 1 15 09 While
supplies last Selection may vary by store See store for details

KRAFTMAID, CROSS
CREEK AND VENECIA
P SPECIAL ORDER
KITCHEN CABINETS

VALUE!
now

Minimum puryi.
more Special Order Kraftrnaid. Cross Ci eek
Jr Venecia braudeo ..ab,nets Offer is for basic installation only Install
offer price is per cabinet and does not include cost of cabinet Offer vai
1.'15/09 - 1'31/09 In-borne measurement must be purchased by
1/31/09 Additional charges may apply See associate for details
Discount taken at time of order

OTT 25% off
2Flo
SEASONAL HLATING CLEARANCE LIGHTING
Applies to fireplaces and mantels, fireplace accessories fireplace
martenance gas logs at stoves and vent-free gas space heating Offer
starts 1.15/09 While supplies last Discount taken at register Selectior
may vary' by store See store for details

LDok for yellow clearance labels throughout lighting department
Price reflects discount Offer startr 1 15/09 While supplies last
Selection may vary' by store See store for details

Prices may vary after 1/19/2009 if there are market variations. "Was" prices in this advertisement were in effect on 1/9/2009 and may vary based on Lowe's Everyday Low Price policy See store for
details regarding product warranties We reserve the right to limit quantities While Lowe's strives to be accurate, unintentional errors may occur_ We reserve the right to correct any error Prices and
promotions apply to US locations only. and are available while supplies last We guarantee our everyday competitive pnces If you find a lower everyday or advertised price on an identical stock item
at any local retail competitor that has the item in stock, we'll beat their price by 10% when you buy from us Just bring us the competitor's current ad or other confirmation of the price that you have
found Lowe's reserves the right to verify the lower price prior to sale Cash/charge card and carry purchases only Competitor's closeout, special order discontinued. clearance, liquidation and damaged items are excluded from this offer. On percent off sales, we will match the competitor's Percent off offer Limited to reasonable quantities for homeowner and one-house order quantities for cash
and carry contractors Current in-store price, if lower. overrides Lowe's advertised price Price guarantee honored at all Lowe's retail locations Labor charges for product installation are excluded
from our price guarantee offer in our stores with an Installed Sales Program Visit store for complete details No-Hassle Return Policy If you are not completely happy with your purchase, simply
return it along with your original sales receipt to any local Lowe's store within ninety 1901 days" of purchase We'll either repair it. replace it, refund your money or credit your account "30 days for
Outdoor Power Equipment (mowers. chain saws, blowers, tillers trimmers and pressure washers) Fair Purchase Policy in order to provide fair purchase opportunity to all our customers. Lowe's
policy_ if, by chance, your local Lowe's store does not stock an item we advertise we will be glad to order that ttern for
reserves the right to limit quantities sold to individual customers. Non-Stock
you at the advertised price Delivery Policy Delivery' applies to deliveries made to locations within the United States only. Certain restrictions apply See store for details (X') 2009 by Lowe's•. All rights
registered
trademarks
of
LLC.
LF.
(090191
1)
are
design
reserved. Lowe's and the gable
dopoiNotryw004.005006 009 011 193 OH 023 026 028 030 034 016 049 014 058 065 0/3 0// 018 079 093 112 I I 'I I

up a table selling The Pampered
Chef items in the corner of her
husband's booth. When he
stopped exhibiting, she suggested the ladies area to Mieure.
who liked the idea.
The Murray Bank Grab the
Cash contest returns to the Boat
and Outdoor show, giving attendees the chance to win up to
S10.000. They can register each
day. with one name drawn from
the Friday and Saturday registrations
A final, third name will be
drawn live from the Sunday registration right before the Grab
the Cash event. The three participants will then get to open
envelopes to try and match five
prizes to win that prize. Prizes in
addition to the $10,000 are
SLOW). $250 and items donated
by the Murray Bank,
Overall. Mieure said this is her
eighth year hosting the Boat and
Outdoor Show and she plans to
continue to keep hosting it in the
future She said the weather is a
slight concern, but she's only
worried about it affecting movein day for the boat dealers.
Overall, she said she was anticipating a successful show.
- m looking forward to a really good show," Mieure said.

Forest
service
to burn
LBL area
GOLDEN POND. Ky. (AP)
- Part of the public area of
Land Between the Lakes
National Recreation Area will
be burned as part of an oakgrassland program that officials
said would support more
wildlife.
Land Between the Lakes biologist and fire control officer
Jim McCoy said almost 5.000
acres will be burned in five
project areas in bums carried
out in late winter to early.
spring, weather permitting.
McCoy said the plans include
projects of up to 2.532 acres to
be burned in a single fire.
The overall benefit of controlled burns is better habitat
support for a range of wildlife
species. McCoy was reported as
saying.
The fires are part of the oakgrassland program aimed at
converting up to 11,000 acres
into a mixed habitat of oakdominated timber and native
prairie grasses.
The Land Between the Lakes
is predominantly forest, with
about 92 percent of the total
area being in woodlands. Oakgrasslands habitat will support
more wildlife than fully forest- ed ground.
"We've got a number of small
open areas, but when you have
this kind of habitat in small
patches, its not as meaningful
to many wildlife species." he
,aid.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• There will be a meeting
of the South 641 Water
District on Monday, Jan. 19,
at 4:30 p.m. The meeting will
be at the Water District
Office at 207 Main Street in
Hazel.
• The Community Concerns group will meet Friday,
Jan. 23, at 7:30 a.m. at its
regular meeting site. Bryant
Hileman will talk to the group
Prescription
about
the
Assistance Program. Tony
Thompson will speak about
ways Murray Electric wants
to help with utility costs
needs for the disadvantaged
and/or those experiencing
difficulty paying their utilities
and there will be an update
on the Warming Shelter
Ministry.
• To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.
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MMS Sixth Grade Academic Team
takes second place at event recently

e-sail: jo.burkeenalierrayiedger.com

Special class is scheduled
for children ages 9 to 13.
A free class titled "Creation vs. Evolution: The Real Story" for children between
the ages of 9 to 13 will begin Tuesday
from 3:30 to 4:45 p.m. and continue each
Tuesday until March 10 in the library ol
First Baptist Church, Murray. This 8-week
kid -friendly Lifeway study by Chuck Colson and Twila Day explores in age-appropriate terms: What Scientist Do; The Fossil Record: Birds - Intelligent Design" Bugs.
lo's
Design Marvels: Dinosaurs - Fact and FicQuestion, etcDatebook tion; and The Anthropic
Pre-enrollment is needed to prepare for
By Jo Burkeen
supplies. The lessons are hands-on arid
Community
To enroll call Sharon Siebold at 753fun.
Editor
e-mail
or
6487
sharon.siebold@murravfbc.org or sign up in the church library.

The Murray Middle School
recently
team
Academic
claimed second place in the
Kentucky
annual
eighth
Grade
Sixth
Colonels'
Academic Showcase after competing against eight area schools
that included Mayfield Middle
School. Wingo. Sedalia and
Middle
County
Calloway
School.
The Kentucky Colonels Sixth
Grade Academic Showcase katures wntten assessment events
in Mathematics, Science, Social
Free child seat inspection Friday
Studies. Language Arts and
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet, Office of Highway Safety,
Ans/Humanities, and a double
conduct a free child safety seat inspection at the Cherry
will
elimination Quick Recall tourExposition Center, College Farm Road, Murray, on
Agricultural
nament. Implemented in 1999
Friday from 9 to 11 a.m. Attendees should allow approximately 2(1
with 90 schools, the event has
minutes per seat.
more than doubled in size with
over 2(X)schools participating in
Special group meeting today
2008.
Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet today
In addition to MMS claiming
(Thursday) at 5:30 p.m. in the classroom of Murray-Calloway
fourth place in the Quick Recall
County Hospital Center for Health & Wellness. Dr. Tyrone
division with members Prashant
Photo provided Daniels, cardiologist, will present the program on "Atrial FibChakradhar, John Koelsch. Murray Middle School Sixth Grade Academic Team members include,from left, front row, John rillation and Stroke." All interested persons are invited. For
Brendan Parker and Rachel
Koelsch, Prashant Chakradhar, Bethany Vogt; back row, Rachel Todd, Jordan Nagy, Josh information contact Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.
Todd, the group also received
and Brendan Parker.
Howe
other top honors. In the individShower for Adams family planned
ual written assessments divi- Written Assessment Team are years, the Order's Board of team. The Showcase gives those
A Community-wide shower for the Martha Adams lamily
sions, Math: Brendan Parker Rachel Todd. Brendan Parker. Trustees has distributed approx- students another competitive
will be Saturday from 2 to 4 p.m. at Flint Baptist Church Fel(first place). Science: Brendan John
Prashant imately 1.5 million dollars each opportunity, and helps them lowship Hall, 1350 Flint Rd., Murray. Mrs. Adams lost her
Koelsch.
Parker (first place). John Chakradhar. Bethany Vogt and year.
remain interested and active in home and all contents to fire on Jan. 1, 2009. For more inforKoelsch (sixth place), Social Jordan Nagy.
KAAC academic competition until they mation call 753-1977.
to
According
Studies: Prashant Chakradhar
John can more realistically contribute
Director
The Honorable Order of the Executive
(third place). Language Arts: Kentucky Colonels, the event Bennett. the Showcase was to their academic team programs
Lovett reception on Sunday
grades
middle
the
Rachel Todd (fourth place) and sponsor, is made up of Kentucky designed to fill a need in on
Grover Lovett will be honored at a reception in celebration
Arts and Humanities: Prashant Colonels from around the world. Kentucky schools. "As KAAC Governor's Cup level."
of his 90th birthday on Sunday at 2 p.m. at Unity CumberChakradhar (fourth place) and is dedicated to perpetuating began to look for ways to reach
Amanda Ashlock, MMS sixth land Presbyterian Church, located off Ky. Hwy. 402. east of
the good works of individual more students, we realized that a grade teacher, serves as the Hardin. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.. It
The MMS Quick Recall team members on a collective basis. significant number of students coach, while Amanda Tipton, unable to attend, cards or letters may be mailed to GrclPer
Prashant Since 1951, the Honorable were graduating from fifth MMS sixth grade teacher. par- Lovett, c/o Billy Joe Lovett, 74 Woodsong Ln., Murray XY
are
members
Chakradhar. John Koelsch. Order has awarded nearly 6.000 grade, then finding it hard to ticipated as judge and MMS 42071.
Brendan Parker and Rachel grants to charitable and educa- compete on their schools' mid- official. Parents of the children
Todd. The members of the tional agencies. For the last 15 dle grades Governor's Cup provided snacks and lunch.

Reformer's Unanimous to meet

Writer's Potpourri will meet Saturday
W'riter's
Potpourri When I was Young
meet By Mary Ann Dowdy
will
My Dad and I would walk
Saturday at
Very often in the woods.
9:30 a.m. at
He could name the birds and
e
h
I
Calloway trees
How I wish I could'
county
We'd sit out in our lawn chairs.
Public
He'd watch his garden grow.
Library. All
The best garden in the neighborhood
Writer's interested
writers are
Fruits and vegetable neatly in
Potpourri invited to rows
Wilma Sanders, attend.
My sisters and I helped our
Director
Wilma J. Mother
In our bright kitchen, work was
Sanders.
slow
director, has released some of
But we canned and froze
the poems written by partici- Dad's bountiful crops,
pants as follows:
In summers of long ago.
It's a whole new Curves!!
Introducing CurvesSmart,
the world's Most
advanced tedtriolOgy!

Reaping Comes
By Wilma J. Sanders
As we travel through
This life of sorrow
We sometimes forget
About tomorrow

Join now._

50% off.

BUYING GOLD
SATURDAY ONLY!

,Service Fee
30 Days FREE
month

Need Cash For Bills?

11 a.m. • 4 p.m.

Magnolia Tea Room

cults

Look for the sign out trent.

Curve3
602 North 12th St, 7Slurras
• 759-3490,

300 Main St.. Hwy. 641 S.
Hazel, KY
Bring Your Scrap Gold & Corns

The seeds we sow
Will sprout and grow
What they'll produce
We should know
Because they will
We always find
Reproduce the same
After their kind
Whether it makes us
Smile or weep
What we sow now
Well later reap
2009
By Lends Easley
The New Year's
coming in soon.
Will it be a full moon'?
Two thousand nine.
I hope a good year,
it will be fine.
Hope for the
New president,
as he will enter
the White House.
a new resident.
His job will be difficult.
The wars, the economy,
pass new bills.
A wish for him and his family.
As they enter a new direction.
The Prince and Lady
By Dorothy Locke Inman
He was a Pnnce. so popular
he was.
He bent low, took the Lady's
hand.
And placed a kiss upon her fingertips.
He asked for the next dance.
She graciously bowed her
head,
with a gentle smile she said
yes

The music began,
They waltzed together
across the floor in perfect time.
Other dancers moved to the
side
Watched the pnnce and
the lady as they glided by.
Watched the sparkle in their
eyes.
The clock struck 12 o'clock.
The lady didn't run away,
for it wasn't a fairy tale.
It was real, even though
it seemed to be an enchanted,
very lovely dream
The Recipe
By Stephanie Cunningham
Years ago a recipe was
in a paper in Tupelo, Miss.
One of the newspaper's local
readers saw the recipe
cut it out and made it for her
family
until her health got where she
could not cook.
Years after the reader could
not make the recipe,
Grace Episcopal Church gathered recipes
for a cookbook, for its fundraiser.
One of the recipes is the recipe
that the newspaper reader
from
Mississippi cut out to make for
her family.
How Do I Know? Because that
was my grandmother
who cut the recipe out of the
paper,
and it is my aunt who had it put
in the
Grace Episcopal church cookbook.

Trivia Night scheduled
Murray Main Street's fourth
annual Trivia Night is scheduled
for Saturday, Feb. 7, in the
Murray State University Curris
Center ballroom.
Advance team registration is
required and may be made by
calling the Murray Main Street
office at 759-9474. Team tables

cost $120 and are reserved for
up to eight people.
Admission is restricted to
team members. For further
information call or visit the
Murray Main Street office in the
Robert 0. Miller Conference
Center at Fourth and Maple
Streets, Murray.

Attention Entrepreneurs:
The initial guaranteed interest rate to,
certificates with an effective date r January

7.15
IIBar-y Newsome
s (14epresertative
270-753-4377
Shelia Crouse
,,t:u keureser tatisie
.,, ; 270-753-4741
/

WkDAIKNO

' WORID
Insurance Protection • Financial Secur,iy

The Alpha Project Is For You!
What is ' The Alpha Protect is a 1:-week training course designed to help
entrepreneur, learn the skills needed to create, develop. and strengthen success
ful business s entines The program will feature
• Experienced business edusators and protessionals a, guest sperikers
• Networking and learning opportunities with local business professional,
• Comprehensise textbooks. workbook, and resource guides
Ames Murra begin Monday. Veary IC 2009
bad sell be held each ainsecudve Monday through NIst 4.
Al thaws will be Mil ao the Murray-Calkoway L'ounty
Chimberd Comobeirre. NV N. 12th Street.
Classes are FREE to all v.Ix, quaiih MLS I Pre-Register
To Register Causes:
Judy Calhoun. McCracken County C'orrununity Career hndoo,men1

,2701444-6962

Reformer's Unanimous, a faith based addictions program.
will meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. The public is invited. Child care is provided. For more
information or for a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Dancing For A Cure planned
Dancing For a Cure evening of dance will be Saturday from
7 to 10 p.m. at the George Weaks Community Center. 607
Poplar St., Murray. This is being sponsored by the Kirksey
United Methodist Church Relay for Life Team, hosted by Cynthia Hart, Dana Gish and Jane and Bob Field. Advance tickets are $5 for child (18 and under), $15 couple, $10 adult.
and $20 family. Tickets at the door will be $10 adult and $5,
18 and under. Refreshments will be served. Attire will ,be
dressy or favorite dance era, 20's, 50's, country, etc. For more
information call 293-1510 or 489-2972.

Digital 101 Classes planned
Digital Photography 101 classes will be taught by Terry Little at the Calloway County Extension office at 310 South'4th
St., Murray, on Friday from 9:30 to II a.m. and 6:30 tel 8
p m. Digital Photography 102 will be Friday, Jan. 23, at the
same times. It is not necessary to have taken 101 before taking 102. The classes are free and open to the public. Persons
are asked to register by calling the extension office at 7531452.

Knitters meeting Friday
A new free group of Beginners to Advanced Knitters will
meet Friday at 1 p.m. in the community room of Calloway
County Public Library. For more information call Dot at 7534803.

JPHS will meet Saturday
Jackson Purchase Historical Society will have its winter
luncheon meeting on Saturday at 11:30 a.m. at Kentucky Lake
Resort Lodge. Highway 641, Gilbertsville, just south of Kentucky Dam. Bobby Foust will speak about Luther Draffen and
his role in bringing Kentucky Dam to the Jackson Purchme.
The lunch menu starts at $7 plus tax and gratuity, but the
meeting is free and the public is invited.

Twin Lakes Car Club to meet
Twin Lakes Region, Antique Automobile Club of America
will have its monthly dinner meeting tongiht (Thursday) at 6
p.m. at Majestic Steak House, Draffenville. The club is open
to anyone with an interest in antique vehicles and visitors are
always welcome. For information contact Howard Brandon. at
753-4389 or Terry Ridgley at 753-1829.

Soccer Referee Class planned

•

A new Soccer Referee Class will be Friday. Saturday rind
Sunday at 6 p.m. in the Barkley Room at the Murray State
University Curtis Center. Persons need to register online. For
more information call Andrew Gllixson at 227-1518.

Narcotics Group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. fond
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

MHS plans football banquet
Murray High School has scheduled its annual football tranquet for Monday, Jan. 26. at 6 p.m. at the Murray State WMversity Curris Center. Tickets must be purchased in advice
and are available at the high school for $15 each through Jan.
21. For more information contact Cathy Garland at 753-4351.

Art Guild selling calendars
Murray Art Guild is selling 2009 calendars featuring the
work of Art Guild members and youth workshop participants.
The I3-month gift quality calendar features local artwork; in
photography, drawing, painting, sculpture and fibers. All proceeds from the sales go to support the Guild's programmg.
The guild is located at 500 North 4th St.. Murray. For information call 753-4059.
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and ice.
41 years ago
about MdfCla Brandun who made
Army Pfc. Michael H. Johnwhen she became the son, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
'history
first woman elected as a mem- E. Johnson, has been assigned as
ber of the Calloway County Fis- a teletype operator with the Phu
cal Court. The story was by Staff Lam Signal Battalion in Vietnam.
Writer David Ramey.
The Mobile X-Ray Unit will
A satellite conference on
be at the Calloway County Health
..7Grandparents Raising Grandchil- Department on Jan. 17 to give
:Are,'" was held Jan. 12 in the free chest x-rays.
• Curd auditonum of Murray State
Dr. Li. Hortin, head of the
.University Industry & Technolo- journalism department at Murray
....gy Center at Murray State Urn- State University. spoke about -Tid•. s.ersity.
bits From A Journalist" at a meetIn high school basketball ing of the Theta Department of
'games. Murray Tigers lost 76-69 the Murray Woman's Club.
-*ea Christian Fellowship and Cal50 years ago
:low:ay Lakers lost 49-48 to FulProf. Neale Mason, cellist.
-"ton City. High scorers were Trice appeared as the guest artist dur- for Murray and Wyatt for Cal- ing the winter concert of Murloway.
ray Training School Orchestra on
20 years ago
Jan. 13. He a a member of the
Calloway County High School fine arts faculty at Murray State
, Speech Team was winner with College.
In high school basketball
, 325 points of the Louisville Speech
Tournament held at Louisville. games. Kirksey Eagles won 80I...,arry England is coach of the
Calloway team.
Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Culver were

married for 65 years Dec. 24.
In high school basketball
games, Calloway Lady Lakers
lost 48-38 to Paducah Tilghman
with Pam Bucy high scorer for
the Lakers; Murray Lady Tigers
lost 64-47 to Marshall County
with Jennifer Parker high scorer

fOr Murray.
' 30 years ago
Published is a picture of James
: Tucker of Tucker Farms of Kirk. sey braving the recent icy conditions in order to take care of
tfis livestock. He is shown break,ng the six inch ice on his pond
for his one-year-old calves to
'drink. He milks 60 cows and has
.12. calves. The photo was by
'Staff Photographer Jennie B. Gor-

don.
Robert Glin Jeffrey, superintendent of Murray Independent
Schools, said that classes held
Saturday, Jan. 23, in the system
went well." This was to make
,up days closed because of the snow

74 over New Concord Redbirds
with high scorers being Gary Key

for Kirksey and Stubblefield for
New Concord; Douglass Bulldogs
lost 93-75 to Madisonville Rosenwald with John Cooper high scorer for Douglass.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds lost 77-69 to Eastern
Maroons in a basketball game.
Damall was high scorer for Racers.
60 years ago
Special guest speaker at a
meeting of the Rotary Club at
Paris. Tenn., was Mrs. A.M. Wolfson of Murray.
In high school basketball
games, Hazel Lions lost to Calvert
City with high scorers being Taylor for Hazel and McLemore for
Calvert; Lynn Grove Wildcats lost
to Sedalia with high scorers being
Dunaway for Lynn Grove and
Norsworthy for Sedalia; New Concord Redbirds won over Almo
Warriors with high scorers being
Finney for New Concord and
Phillips. Ray and Lovett for Almo.
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DEAR ABBY: I am a physician and mother of a toddler
who understands New Mom in
Las Vegas'(Nov. 4). the woman
who is concerned because she
finds playing with her 8-monthold tedious. While postpartum
depression should be ruled out.
it

not

is

uncommon
for an adult
woman to be
bored
by
endless hours
of
playing
with blocks

and rattles.
Raisa child is
Dear Abby ing
most
the
rewarding.
By Abigail
loving and,
Van Buren
yes, sometimes boring job a person can
take on. Suggesting that women
are good mothers only if they
are constantly enthralled with
children's activities sets them up
for feelings of failure and inadequacy.
Getting out of the house for
any activity, such as a walk or
a trip to the library or store,
helps relieve the tedium. Most

experts urge new mothers to
take personal time away from
their children as a way to maintain their sense of individuality
and perspective. If reading or
going online recharges "Mom,"
it should not be considered an
unhealthy escape.
A final word: The new dad
should help his partner feel appreciated and practice his own parenting skills by giving her a
break from child care. -- HAPPY
MOM IN CHESTER, VT.
MOM:
HAPPY
DEAR
Thank you for mentioning that
fathers are an important part of
the equation. "New Mom,' and

Todavirillistoni
the U.S. Department of Defense.
In 1947, the mutilated remains
of Elizabeth Short, the 22-yearold aspiring actress nicknamed the
"Black Dahlia," were found in a
vacant Los Angeles lot; her slaying remains unsolved.
In 1967, the Green Bay Packers of the National Football League
defeated the Kansas City Chiefs
of the American Football League
35-10 in the first AFL-NFL World
Championship Game, retroactively known as Super Bowl I.
In 1973, President Richard M.
Nixon announced the suspension
of all U.S. offensive action in
North Vietnam, citing progress in
peace negotiations.
In 1989, NATO, the Warsaw
Pact and 12 other European countries adopted a human rights and
security agreement in Vienna, Austria.
Ten years ago. House prose-

By- The Associated Press

gram,
aptist
more
834.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Mothers of young children
need 'timeout' to recharge

Today is Thursday. Jan. 15,
the 15th day of 2009. There are
, .350 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. IS. 1929. civil rights
leader Martin Luther King Jr. was
horn in Atlanta.
On this date:
In 1777,the people of New Connecticut declared their independ• atnce. The tiny republic later
, „became the state of Vermont.)
, In 1844, the University of Notre
Dame received its charter from
:Lite state of Indiana.
In 1909,jazz drummer and composer Gene Krupa was born in
' Chicago.
' In 1942, Jawaharlal Nehru was
named to succeed Mohandas K.
Gandhi as head of India's Congress Party.
• In 1943, work was completed
on the Pentagon, headquarters of

cutors prodded senators at President Bill Clinton's impeachment
that to summon Monica Lewinsky and others for testimony and
"invite the president" to appear
as well.
Five years ago: The NASA
Spirit rover rolled onto the surface of Mars for the first time
since the vehicle bounced to a
landing nearly two weeks earlier.
Fourteen-year-old golfer Michelle
Wie shot a 2-over 72 in the first
round at the PGA Sony Open in
Honolulu. "First Wives Club" novelist Olivia Goldsmith died in New
York at age 54.
One year ago: Mitt Romney
scored his first major primary victory in his native Michigan. During a visit to Saudi Arabia, President George W. Bush warned that
surging oil prices threatened the
U.S. economy and he urged OPEC
nations to boost their output.
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Rare dementia leaves
woman speechless

provide her with what she needs
as both a mother and as a
woman. -- NEW MOM WITH
A PLAN
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 75-yearold mom of four boys, all born
18 months apart. I was bored
silly playing with babies, but
found a way to make it work
for me. I would pack up my
babies and walk outside in the

aphasia). I
was told this
Dr. Gott essentially
means she
c annot
By
Dr. Peter Gott understand
language.
Can you tell me what causes this? Is it terminal? Her doctors have said there is no cure
or help they can offer her. It is
very sad to see her struggle like
this.

poral lobes of the brain and
deposits of damaged proteins
inside nerves.
Unfortunately, at this time,

DEAR READER: Frontotemporal dementia (FTD) is a
blanket term for a group of rare
disorders that affect the frontal
and temporal portions of the
brain. These areas are associated with personality, behavior
and language. Disorders in the
group include Pick's disease.
primary progressive aphasia and
semantic dementia. There is currently a debate whether to include

FTD does appear to be a terminal affliction. Some suffers
may live only two years and
others up to 10. Eventually, most
will require 24-hour care and
monitoring. Each case is different. and the rate of deterioration varies.
I suggest you speak with your
daughter's physicians for their
prognoses, as they are most
familiar with her specific case.

corticobasal degeneration and
progressive supranuclear palsy.

They may be able to put you
in contact with support groups

Should this happen, the name
would likely be changed again
to Pick Complex.
There is no treatment that
has been shown to slow FTD.
Because the inability to control
behavior and personality are the

and organizations that can help
you prepare to care for her properly. It is important to make
your daughter as comfortable as
possible, and that means knowing what may come next as her

gressive

morning and after nap time. We
walked for miles observing nature
while I got some much-needed
exercise. I had the healthiest
babies in town and looked pretty good myself? I can't remember "playing" with my boys, but
we all have fond memories of
hours at the park, walking in
the rain and smelt time at the
convenience store. -- OLD MOM
IN TEXAS
DEAR ABBY: I am the mother of two nearly grown girls. I
never felt it was my responsibility to be their playmate. When
they were babies and toddlers,
they played while I pursued my
interests, hobbies and chores.
While I sewed, they played with

fabric and ribbons. While I
cooked, they played at my feet
with pots, pans and spoons. While
I did yard work, they played in
the sandbox.
It's important for our children to see us as individuals
who are more than "their" parents. Finding a playgroup is
always a good idea. Seeking
therapy may be necessary, too.
Completely abandoning the person you were before becoming
a parent is unhealthy for both
parent and child. -- MARGIE
IN ROCHESTER, N.Y.
DEAR ABBY: I enjoyed caring fot my children, but there

Resolving a Difficult Guess
finesse worked. Since the chance of
winning at least one of the finesses
was 3-to-I in his favor. South had
NORTH
good reason to feel confident of suc•AQ92
cess.
6 53
But 3-to-I shots have been known
•KQ74
to fail. Indeed, had declarer relied
486
solely on the odds, he would have
EAST
WEST
gone down one on this occasion.
*a•J65
Instead, he found an approach that
•K 10 7 2
1,1 8 4
eventually assured him of winding
•
•10 9 5
86 3
up with 12 tricks.
+11074
4K 9 5 3 2
After taking the diamond lead
SOUTH
with the ace, he drew trumps in three
•K 10 8 7 3
rounds, then cashed the jack and
IP A Q 9
queen of diamonds. Declarer now
•A .1 2
made two key plays: He left the king
+A
of diamonds in dummy for the
The bidding:
moment and led a heart to the nine.
South
West
North
East
West woo with the tea tau could
I*
Pass
Pass
Pass
not avoid handing South his 12th
Pass
6+
3+
trick by returning a heart or a club
Opening lead — ten of diamonds.
into one of declarer's A-Q's. The
A good declarer nev er relaxes just other queen could then he discarded
because he has an excellent chance to on the king of diamonds.
Observe that if South had cashed
make his contract. Regardless of how
promising his prospects are, he goes the king of diamonds too early, he
would not haw been able to profit
a step further and tries to find a %ay
to ensure a favorable outcome from the discard. If, for example, he
against any lie of theopposing cards. discarded the nine of hearts and then
Consider this case where South tried a heart or club finesse. West
arrived at six spades and West led a would win and return the suit.
diamond. At this point, declarer Sooner or later, the other finesse
would have to be attempted, and the
could count II sure tricks, with a
12th in the Ming if a club or heart. slam would be lost.

North dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.

were times when I thought if I
had to drive one more toy car
across the carpet making car nois-

es with my mouth. I would literally fling myself out the window. I woke up with the Barney theme song in my head and
couldn't stop cutting all food
into bite-size pieces. How many
games of peek-a-boo can you

play before you wonder if the
liquor store delivers? No one
prepares you for this type of
job.
Things will change as her
child gets older, and she can
benefit from the support of other

- BEEN THERE, DONE THAT
(WITHOUT ALCOHOL)

Tomorrow: Bidding quit.
:1104, c.5 I laUrt,

Crosswords

will
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44
46
48
50
51

Marina sight
Hit the horn
Brink
Accordion parts
Wassail
alternative
53 Do-re-mi
55 Imperative
58 Dissertations
61 Firmly fix
62 Cats do it
64 Gross!
65 Function
on a calculator
66 Quirks
67 Tofu constituent
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Poodle s doe
Faint
Seed vessel
Not know
from 13 Andes empire
14 Wyo. neighbor
15 Place
17 Copied a drawing
19 Whale's diet
21 Hosp. staffer
22 Grocery-list
item
24 Grayish-brown
26 Minor falling-out
29 Curved moldings
31 Wander about
33 FBI counterpart
34 Peoria's St
35 Leaf vein
37 Expert
39 Retirement
income
40 Weep loudly
42 Flower-to-be
1
4
8
11
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Lake
Kenn and
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it the
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h Jan.
-4351.

disorder progresses.

ContractBridge

SOO

y and
State
e. For

necessary. Your daughter has a

subtype that causes impairment
or loss of the ability to understand and perform speech and
other linguistic tasks. Primary
progressive aphasia, which your
daughter has, affects not only
spoken language but written Ianguage, as well. Speech therapy
may be an option.
Some of the subtypes of frontotemporal dementia appear to
have a genetic component. Often.
however, there is no family history. Researchers are still trying to uncover what causes these
conditions, but most theories
involve a loss of nerve cells,
shrinkage of the frontal and tern-

moms if she finds a playgroup.
Please tell hei not to feel guilty!

means acting like a vownup,
[t even when it hurts.

primary symptoms of most of
the disorders that make up FTD,
behavioral modification. antidepressants and sedative/tranquilizers to control dangerous or
unacceptable behaviors may be

DEAR DR. GOTT: My 63year-old daughter was a healthy.
active woman until two years
ago, when she started having
trouble with her speech. She
meant to be stay-at-home moms,
couldn't bring out the words
challenge
of
a
others need the
she wanted to say and also could
career and the company of other
not rememadults. This doesn't make someber things.
one a bad mom.
She was later
Perhaps 'New Mom" should
diagnosed
(Ifig°4411
.404
1
consider returning to her career :
with
fronplanned.
earlier than she had
t °temporal
Although being a working mom
dementia
is a tough balancing act, it may
(primary pro-

others like her, will appreciate
your letter of support. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: Every mother is different. Some of us were
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

1 - Kilmer of
films
2 Tokyo formerly
3 Sack the
quarterback
4 Flourish
5 Em successor
6 False front
7 A Marx
8 Kind of basket
115
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9 Poetic tribute
10 June honoree
12 Felt pen
16 51, to Flavius
18 Pertinent
20 Carry wearily
11M 10
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I USED TO STARE AT
THE 514EEP LIKE 1H 1 5,
BUT IT DIDN'T WORK
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TROTS NTH
HIE
OSAKA
PORT
L ENDEMO
AID YAMS
WAKE
A IGIBAGS EELS
FETCH
EIMA
USHER
MTN
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22 A little wet
23 Snow house
25 Doze off
27 Suspicious
28 Doesn't eat
30 Family mem.
32 Boring
36 Prickly husk
38 Cody co-star
41 Tolled
43 Shadowy
45 Desists
47 Bunion site
49 Nocturnal
insects
52 Biting fly
54 Fun house cry
55 Hagen
of "The Other"
56 Disposed of
57 Numerical prefix
59 Kind of system
60 Not outgoing
63 Hypo meas
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`Hee-Haw'at Grand Rivers Murray State music fraternities
present 'Grease' at Lovett for
72nd annual Campus Lights
GRAND RIVERS, Ky. - The
fourth season of shows begins
Friday at the Badgett Playhouse
in Grand Rivers with a tribute to
"Hee Haw" and a special offer
for all local patrons.
This production features classic country hits and comedy
sketches that were a staple of the
syndicated television hit for
more than 20 years.
Local patrons will be given a
'buy one get one free' offer for
the opening weekend. A sixpiece band and three singers will
perform the hits of such artists
as Buck Owens, George Jones,
Loretta Lynn. Tammy Wynette,
Charlie Pride, George Strait,
Merle Haggard, Johnny Cash
and Floyd Cramer.
Comedy
sketches
will
include jokes from the cornfield.
Grandpa Jones and a tribute to
Minnie Pearl on a set designed
to recreate the feel of the original one.
"We are going to have a lot of
fun with this show." said Bill
Minihan, who co-produces the
show with his wife Sara. 'The
band is one of the best we have

ever put together for a show.
These guys have been playing
this music all of their life and it
shows. I think our audience will
really appreciate their musical
talent. When you combine the
hilarious skits from the original
show and all of the great music,
you create a great way for people to bring back some nostalgic
memories of this treasured television hit," he added. Minihan
concluded by saying,"We are so
thankful for the ongoing support
that the community has shown
us. We are happy to offer this
'buy one get one free' as a way
of saying thanks."
Tickets can be purchased
online at www.grandriversvariety.com or by calling the box
office toll free at 1-888-3624223. Box office hours are noon
to 5 p.m. Tuesday through
Thursday and noon to 7 p.m.
Friday through Saturday.
The show opens Jan. 16 and
will run through March 27.
Show times for 2009 are as follows: Evening performances
start at 7 p.m. and matinees are 2
p.m. Doors open 30 minutes

before each performance.
The Badgett Playhouse
home to the show **Variety!
Music, Memories and More"
which is a Branson-Style musical revue that has been at the
theatre since 2005. Minihan and
his wife performed in Branson
for several years and then
opened a show in Savannah, Ga.
They
moved
to
western
Kentucky in 2003 and formed a
production company to pursue a
theatrical venue. In conjunction
with the Grand Rivers Tourism
Commission, they broke ground
on the theatre in Grand Rivers
on July 4 of 2005 and began performances in December of 2005.

Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia and
Sigma Alpha Iota in affiliation
with Murray State University
invites you to attend the 72nd
annual Campus Lights, presenting the popular musical,
"Grease," by Jim Jacobs and
Warren Casey. The production
will run from Jan. 22 through
Jan. 25 in Lovett Auditorium.
Show times are 7:30 p.m. with a
2:30 matinee on Sunday. Tickets

are $10 for adults and $5 for students.
MSU's
According
to
Music
Department
of
Student
Undergraduate
Handbook, Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia is a professional men's
music fraternity founded in
1898 at the New England
Conservatory of Music in
Boston. The Gamma Delta
chapter at MS1J was founded in

1938. Gamma Delta sponsors
activities such as recitals and,
lectures, and provides donations
and ushers for performances of
area music associations. The
chapter works with the local
Beta chapter of SAI to sponsor
Campus Lights, the annual
music comedy presentation.
Proceeds from Campus Lights
go to fund scholarships in the
Department of Music.

Lincoln exhibit at
Wrather Museum
through Jan. 31
Murray State University's
Wrather
West
Kentucky
Museum will host "Disco-ering
Lincoln," a new Museums-toGo exhibit developed by The
Kentucky Historical Society,
until Jan. 31. This exhibit illustrates Lincoln's ties to his native
state. Each panel is dedicated to
a different theme, "Becoming
Pi‘si&nt," "Ending Slavery,

"Lincoln and Kentucky at War!"
and "Remembering Lincoln
Differently.- As we approach
the 200th anniversary of
Lincoln's birth, Wrather West
Kentucky Museum is proud to
honor this event by hosting this
special traveling exhibit for the
month of January. For details,
call 809-4771.
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...Plus
Many
More!

Cadiz museum hosts
annual children's show
CADIZ, Ky. - The Janice Mason Art Museum's exhibit, 'The
Gold at the End of Our Rainbow," by Trigg County primary and
intermediate school students opened Jan. 9.
''The committee who judged this competition had an incredibly
hard time choosing the winners," said Museum Administrator Paula
Lisowsky.'They had to add a category of honorable mention. That's
why we called the exhibit "Gold" - every one of these artists is a
treasure.
'The Gold at the End of Our Rainbow" will be on display
through Feb. I. Museum hours are Tuesday through Saturday from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sunday from ito 4 p.m. The museum staff and
board of directors would like to especially thank the Cadiz Rotary
Club for the funds needed to mount this show, and hold the reception.
The Kentucky Arts Council. a state agency in the Commerce
Cabinet, provides operational support funding for the Janice
Mason Art Museum with state tax dollars and federal funding from
the National Endowment for the Arts, which believes that a great
nation deserves great art.

2 MILLION DOLLARS OF
ORY
GO

ArtsintheRegion
• Murray State University's
Cinema International series will
present the Oscar-nominated
Kazakh film "Mongol." a biopic
of Genghis Kahn, at the Corns
Center Theater Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at 7:30
p.m Admission is free and students, faculty, staff and the community are invited.
•The Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah will present
"Doubt" every day at 7 p.m. until
Jan. 18 Additional showtimes at
9:10 p.m. will be on Fridays and
Saturdays and at 4 p.m.
Saturdays and Sundays_
• Draffenvtlle's Kentucky
Opry will host the 'Casey
Campbell Show" with special
guest Craig Russell at 8 p.m.
Friday. For tickets call (270)
527-3869 0, 1-888-459-8704
• The Hee-Haw Thbute Show
at the Badgett Playhouse in
Grand Rivers begins Friday and
will last until March 27 For more
information oi tickets, call 1888-362-4223
• The bluegrass band Blue
Highway will perform at Murray
Lovett
State
University's
Auditorium at 7 p.m. Saturday.
The band New Blue will open.
tickets,
visit
For
ticketmastercom, the Regional

Special Events Center box office
or call 809-5555 or 1-877-8944474
• Draffenville's Kentucky
Opry will have its You Can Be a
Star" talent search at 8 p.m
Saturday. For tickets call (270)
527-3869 or 1-888-459-8704
• Paducah's Carson Center
will present "Oliver at 7:30 p.m
Saturday and at 2:30 p.m
Sunday For tickets, call (270)
450-4444.

SALE PRICES IN EVERY
DEPARTMENT!
• Bedrooms • Living Rooms
• Dining Rooms • Recliners
• Leather Sofas • Dinette Sets
• Nome Office • Sectionals
• Youth Furniture • Mattress Sets

I(-1-trtiii*)
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To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
at
753-1916 or
Teague
hteague@murrayledgercom.

'1 'till
OU'LL SAVIPs'
EVEN
011
DOLLARS AS WE UPDATE
AND REORGANIZE OUR
SHOWROOM,DELIVERY
DEPARTMENT AND
WAREHOUSE TO BETTER
SERVE YOU IN 2009!

Pr-

• Grammy-winning group the
Greencards will perform at the
WKCTC Clemens Fine Arts
Center Saturday. Paducah's
Bawn in the Mash will open at
7:30 p.m. For tickets, call (270)
534-3212.
• The Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah will present
An Officer and a Gentleman" on
Tuesday as part of its "Chick
Flick" fundraiser senes for the
MAC and the Merniman House
Domestic Crisis Center. Doors
open at 6.15 p.m. and the movie
will begin at 7. For tickets, call
(270) 442-7723.
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Tim Masthay,
who was voted
First Team AllSEC this past
season
and
who averaged
45.2 yards a
punt to
go
along with 23
touchbacks is
hoping all of
that will pay off
come NFL Draft
day in April as
Masthay
will
begin training
in
today
Louisville.

Masthay hopes hard work pays off
MHS GRAD TRIES HAND AT
NEXT LEVEL; RACER
FOOTBALL GETS FIRST
RECRUIT; PERRILLOUX
RETURNS TO JSU
MICHAEL
DANN
StlYDER BITES
NOTEBOOK
He's a scholar in the classroom with a flawless 40 GPA.
He's a fixture in the community,doing community service work without blinking an eye.
He's set to graduate in May and get married

in July.
Tim Masthay has plenty of things he can
obviously fall back on, but for right now, the
Murray High School product and punter/kicker
for the University of Kentucky football team, is
putting his name in the hat in hopes it will get
pulled out in mid-April during the NFL Draft.
Fresh off a weeklong trip to San Diego,
where he visited family. Masthay also started
training at Velocity.
Today, Masthay will continue his training at
Velocity, but will do so in Louisville. He will
work out twice on Fridays and Saturdays with
a rest day on Sunday before another workout
day on Mondays. Masthay will continue this
regime of working on his speed, agility,
strength, explosiveness and flexibility for four
days a week, every week, until March II.
With all the training that Masthay will do,
he still knows he has his work cut out for him.
He wasn't invited to the NFL Combine, which
will be held at Lucas Oil Field in Indianapolis
in February, although Masthay is on the bubble

to be invited should someone choose not to
attend the showcase.
And even though UK plans on holding a Pro
Day on March 11. Masthay knows that over the
last 10 years, on average, two punters get drafted.
"I'm just excited to have the opportunity to
train towards the goal of playing professional
football," Masthay said via phone Wednesday
night. "But look, I understand how difficult it is
to get. I'm still excited about other possibilities
that lie ahead."
But here is what Masthay does have going
for him.
He averaged 45.2 yards a punt this season.
second best in UK history for a single season.
He had 23 touchbacks, good enough for second
in the SEC and was a First-Team All SEC
selection this past year.
If that's not good enough. Masthay is a dualthreat. Not only does he kick off, he also punts.
"One of the things that helped me was that I
•See MASTHAY,28

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
ROUNDUP

PREP HOOPS SPOTLIGHT

WADE PAYNE

AP

over
Kentucky's
Jodie
Meeks shoots
Tennessee's Wayne Chism during the first half of
Tuesday's game in Knoxville.

Meeks staying
humble after
breaking UK record
ISSEL:'A HECK OF AN
ACCOMPLISHMENT'

TOMMY DILLARD

Ledger & Times

Calloway County forward George Garner makes a move in the paint in a game against Birmingham (Ala.) Woodlawn earlier this season.
Garner is averaging just shy of 17 points per game and is becoming Mr. Consistent for the Lakers, who face Marshall County Saturday.

Man of the House
LAKERS FLOURISH UNDER
GARNER'S LEADERSHIP

GEORGE GARNER • F • 6-1 • 190 • SR.
Go You. Duns

16.9

were Bedford Falls, Garner would
By TOMMY(NW=
be its George Bailey.
Sports Writer
Garner's points per
come 8,41119110nyougn
And you better believe he's
eorge Gamer emerges
Jan 1 of this season
tops at Galloway
from the locker room going to defend his home against
County
after a two-hour, dis- the Mr. Potters of the world.
"He's got to come into my gym.
trict-season-style basketball practice and imme- beat me on my floor," Gamer says,
Those reasons are now evident
speaking about Marshall County
diately spots an old mentor.
for Gamer and the rest of the
: Adam Ragsdale, the longtime guard Scott McKenty, with whom Calloway County community.
Calloway County coach who is now he'll get a rematch Saturday after Football coach Josh McKeel raves
in assistant at Murray. is back at his McKenty torched the Lakers for 29 about his wide receiver's faith and
Old stomping grounds. bringing his points earlier this month. "He's got the effect it has had on his teamTigers to face the Lakers in junior superstar status at Marshall County, mates.
but he's on my turf now. It's gonna
varsity action.
Basketball coach Bruce Lane
After chatting up the coach he be a different ballgame."
speaks of a strong work ethic that is
It's hard to believe this is the
played under for three years prior to
sometimes belied by his fun-loving,
this one, the three-sport Laker sen- same Garner who came to jokester personality.
as
a
Hurricane
Calloway
County
ior moves on to teammate Jordan
"You can count his bad days that
Bumpus, who he advises that Katrina kid in 2005. Landing in he's had here in four years on one
January is, in fact, not too early to rural western Kentucky from his hand probably," says Lane. "He
tiegin thinking about dates for home city of New Orleans, he really loves it here in Calloway
found the familiar in sports.
May's prom.
County. He's a good guy and people
What he didn't count on finding
Finally, he sits down to answer
really think a lot of George. His
questions about his senior season. was a place to call home.
character is the main thing I like
'The first couple months I was
ih which he's averaging just shy of
and I like seeing him strive to be a
L7 points per game, placing him as like, why in the world am I here?" good person."
interview
with
the
Gamer
said
in
an
Region
basFirst
the No. 5 scorer in
Ledger & Times in October 2(X/7.
ketball.
On gameday afternoons. Gamer
If Jeffrey Gymasium is a castle, "In the back of my mind. I knew can usually he found at point guard
George Gamer is its king. If God has a reason for me being here. Chris Dobbins house. The two senCalloway County High School He has a reason for everything."
iors. along with sophomore guard

5th

30
Gainer, point total in a
Dec 29 win over Fulton
City He scored 20 of
Calloway, 29 hrsf-naif
coots in that garne

Garner's rank in sconeg
among all First Region
players

Saturday
Marshall Co.
at Calloway Co.
When: 730 pm 'girls 6 p m )
Where: Jeffrey Gymnasium
Records: Marshall CO 12-4 (2-0, 4th
District), Calloway Co 11-3(2-1. 4th
District)
Top scorers: Scott McKenty (Marshall)
20.6 points 4 8 assists. George Gamer
(Calloway) 169 points, 69 rebounds Brock
Sammons (CaSormyl 11 9 points 41°. 3.
point Jamie Dowdy fMarshall) 9 0 points
5.6 rebounds

Brock Simmons and others have
made a habit out of gathering there
to relax via video games.
On a team that is heavy with senicrs, Simmons is the only underclassman starter and is one of a few
younger players who receives regular playing time. Still, he and
Gamer have a tight bond,on the court
and off.
See GARNER,28

By JEFFREY McMURRAY
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Jodie Meeks had more
than 150 text messages and 50 voice messages awaiting him after he had the highest-scoring game in the
illustrious history of Kentucky basketball.
It was too late to return the many congratulatory
notes and calls after Tuesday night's 54-point performance at Tennessee. Answering the message from
former Kentucky star Dan Issel was Meeks' top priority Wednesday morning.
It was Issel's 39-year-old record of 53 points
Meeks broke in the 90-72 victory against the No. 24
Volunteers.
Meeks humbly told Issel he didn't mean to break
the record or even realize he was doing so. His only
intention, he said, reiterating what he said after the
game, was to finally knock off the rival Volunteers in
Knoxville.
"It's an honor to me," Meeks said Wednesday. "I
don't see myself as being legendary or anything like
that."
Issel disagrees.
He watched the game from a Wyoming hotel room
where he was on a business trip. At halftime, he told
his wife this could be the night his record fell. While
he says there is some sadness it no longer belongs to
him, mostly he is happy for Meeks.
"I told him,'The farther down the road you get and
you realize what great players played at UK.'to be on
top of that list is a heck of an accomplishment,— Issel
said in a phone interview.
Among the others impressed with the feat was
Minnesota coach Tubby Smith. who recruited Meeks
when he was in charge of the Wildcats.
"When you think about all the great players that
have gone through Kentucky, that's just a remarkable
feat," Smith said. "And to do it at Tennessee — oh.
wow! That's the best gift to the Bluegrass I think in
years."
Playing for the winningest program in college basketball history makes most Kentucky players celebrities around campus. Meeks' popularity had skyrocketed Wednesday — the first day of classes since the holiday recess. Meeks acknowledged it has been an
adjustment.
"It's a good problem to have," he said. "If I don't
get into the spotlight, I'm fine with that. If I do. I'm
fine with that."
The junior from Norcross, Ga., has had quite a few
•See MEEKS,2B
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•Garner
From Page 18
"He hangs out with me and the younger
guys a lot." Simmons says. "He'll usually call
me and we'll go hang out and do something
and we always go to church stuff together, too.
I look up to him a lot."
Simmons isn't alone among the younger
Lakers. either.
"When I was a sophomore. our seniors didn't really hang out with me." Gamer recalls. "I
want to be around these guys. They're great
basketball players but they're even better
young men. Whenever I leave this program.
it's going to he in great hands with Brock and
Shawn(Thompson I."
But for the time being. Gamer believes he
and his classmates still have a run at a First
Region championship in their future. After
going 22-2 as freshmen and 25-5 as sophomores playing junior varsity, the Lakers struggled through a mediocre 2007-08 season in
which Gamer and company were looked at as
go-to guys in the absence of a single senior.
But that season aside, winning is all Gamer

and his classmates have known at Calloway.
This fall, tour basketball Lakers were crucial
parts to the football team's run to the state
semifinals.
"We always won if it's football, basketball
or whatever." he says. "Last year. we were
basically playing up a class and we were still
competitive. This year. this is our class, our
peers we're playing against. We feel like v..e'rc
as good as anybody in this region."

That flexibility has earned him recognition
as one of the most versatile players in the First
Region. He's also one of the most consistent.
Garner has reached double-digit points in
every game this season except tor a rune-point
night against Heath on Dec. 18. He was also
leading the team with 6.9 rebounds per game
as of Jan. I.
"Because he's so consistent. you just overlook it sometimes," says Lane. "If he does
have a game where he only scores II or 12 and
As a sophomore playing varsity minutes. gets six rebounds, you consider it a bad game
Gamer recalls a time he made a proclamation for him. You just expect him to produce."
to then-assistant coach Lane.
Garner attributes his increased production
"I told him.'I'm gonna play point guard for this season to a decrease in pressure. He felt as
you one day.— says Gamer, who is listed as a if he had to be the go-to-guy as a junior. This
forward on Calloway's roster. "He said, 'No. year. he's more confident in his teammates.
my friend.' All of a sudden. I started creating
And for them, the feeling is mutual.
my own shot and next thing I know, I'm play"He's always saying, 'When I pass it to
ing a little point guard."
you. you better shoot it every time, I'm
TWo years later, there aren't any positions telling you,— Simmons says, doing his best
Gamer hasn't played for Lane. He sometimes Garner voice. "Without him, we'd be missruns point when the pressure gets to Dobbins. ing a lot. He motivates us and keeps us
He's also capable of playing center when the going."
Lakers want to go with a guard-heavy lineup.

•
444•0447

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 Win

TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED BY:

Terry Buller
sear irgittinrcerervvey.
um.oarour Ivrea ouronce
608 Main St. • 7514842

TV, radio
TODAY
GOLF
5:30 p.m.
TGC -- PGA Tour Sony Open first
round at Honolulu
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN — Connecticut at SI John's
ESPN2 — Purdue at Northwestern
p.m.
ESPN — North Carolina at Virginia
FSN — Washington St at Oregon St
10 p.m.
FSN — Arizona at UCLA
NBA BASKETBALL
7:15 p.m
TNT — Cleveland at Chicago
9:30 p.m.
TNT — Phoenix at Denver
PREP BASKETBALL
8 p.m.
ESPN2 — South Atlanta (Ga t vs
LeFlore (Ala ). at Birmingham. Ala
SOCCER
I p.m.
ESPN2 — MLS. Draft, a! Bristol Conn

Locally
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
5:30 p.m.
WNBS, 1340 AM — Murray State at
Jacksonville State
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
7:30 p.m.
WFGS 103 7 FM — Murray State at
Jacksonville State
BOYS HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL
7:30 p.m.
Marshall C? at
WNBS 13.47 40
Murray

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
NFL Playoff Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times CST
Wild-card Playoffs
Saturday, Jan 3
Anzona 30. Atlanta 24
San Diego 23. India dPVilb 17 OT
Sunday, Jan. 4
Baltimore 27, Miami 9
Philarteiphia 26 Minnesota 14

Conference Championships
Sunday Jan 18
NFC
Philadelphia at Anemia IFOX), 2 pm
AFC
Baltimore at Pittsburgh (CBS) 5 30
pm

Super Bowl
Sunday, Feb. 1
Tampa, Fla.

-Divisional Playoffs
Saturday, Jan. 10
Baltimore 13 Tennessee 10
Arizona 33. Carolina 13
Sunday, Jan. II
Philadelphia 23, NY Giants 11
Pittsburgh 35 San Diego 24

AFC vs NEC. 5 p m (NBC',
Pro Bowl
Sunday. Feb 8
Al Honolulu
iNBC:
AFC vs NFC. 3 30 p

COLLEGE HOOPS ROUNDUP
have a decent year kicking off
and playing that dual role of
kicking and punting. Hopefully
that will pay dividends down the
line."
So far, Masthay has teamed
up
with
Global
Sports
Management and has his agent,
Jon Rabinowitz. Rabinowitz will
also represent Dicky Lyons Jr.,
Gary Williams and Ventrell
Jenkins.
Keeping things local, Racer
senior Nathan Williams is currently in Chicago, where he is
training.
Williams, who was named to
the Sports Network First Team
also finished fifth in the Buck
Buchanan Award voting honoring the nation's top defensive
player. capped off his storied
Racer career by leading all of
college football with 179 tackles.
The Ohio Valley Conference
Defensive Player of the Year
added 13 tackles-for-loss, eight
sacks, one interception, two pass
breakups, two quarterback hurries, one forced fumble and two
fumble recoveries.
Rack At It
Shane Andrus is back in the
NFL, signing a contract with
Tampa Bay.
The former Racer and Murray
High School punter played this
past preseason with the Colts
and was 14-of-17 on field goals
in NFL Europe, playing for the
World Bowl champs.
Brotherly Law
Fort Campbell's Raquan
Durrante has verbally committed

to play for Matt Griffin and the
Racer football team next fall.
The former Falcon defensive
back and wide receiver that was
a part of Fort Campbell's two
straight Class 2A state championship teams will join his brother Dexter and former teammate
Josh McWhener.
Unsold Unsure
Demetric
Unseld. who
played prep ball for Doss High
School out of Louisville, had a
stellar career. Now he just needs
to find a second home.
The senior quarterback has
an offer from Campbellsville,
but is also hearing interest from
Murray State.
Also on that list is TennesseeMartin, Eastern Kentucky,
Georgetown
College
and
Kentucky.
Unseld finished with almost
1,000 yards rushing and over
1,500 yards passing as a senior.
He threw for more than 1,500
and ran for 750 also as a junior.
Cox leeks at RUINS
Bessemer Academy (Ala.).
senior running back Jeremy Cox
thought he was headed to
Auburn. Then the university
fired the one guy Cox was looking forward to playing for —
Tommy Tuberville.
So now, Murray State, along
with Georgia Southern and
Alabama A&M,is on his watch
list, although he might still consider walking on at Auburn.
"1 think it's great that they
hired a new coach (Gene

2008 CHEVROLET UPLANDER
13,xxx Miles
14,xxx Miles

121 N BYPASS• MURRAY,KY

c•m
KFBM
.-moil: stuart_oleannder•kylbins.com

•Masthay
From Page 1B
kicked off well this year."
Masthay said. 'That's an asset. I
think. I was fortunate enough to

SPONSORED BY STUART ALE KANDER
.

Stk. #99227
Stk. #90264

White
Gray

Chizik). Everybody was so anxious to get a new coach. But I
don't think they should have gotten rid of Tuberville," Cox was
quoted as saying in an article on
the Birmingham News website
One and dose
Murray State did not renew
the contract of offensive coordinator Keeth Matheny following
the start of the year, which
means that the Racers will be
going through their third offensive coordinator in head coach
Matt Griffin's four years at
MSU.
According to reports. Griffin
himself will call the offense.
One More Tine
Jacksonville State quarterback Ryan Perrilloux will not
forgo his senior season and enter
the upcoming NFL Draft in
April according to a published
report in the Anniston Star.
According to the article.
Perrilloux had his name submitted to the NFL Advisory Board
that gauges an underclassman's
viability in the draft. Sources
familiar with the process and the
JSU quarterback were told he
would be a fifth- or sixth-round
pick if he entered the draft.
This past season, the
Gamecock QB completed 63
percent of his passes for 2.318
yards, 19 touchdowns and a
140.9 passer rating. He was
JSU's second leading rusher
with 368 yards and seven touchdowns.

No. 2 Wake gets 1st-ever
win over Boston College
11) The Associated Press
Wake Forest answered any
questions about having a letdown following its big win over
North Carolina. The secondranked Demon Deacons have
another huge game coming up
this weekend.
Three days after stunning the
Tar Heels. Wake Forest
remained unbeaten with an 8363 victory at Boston College,
and again it was Jeff Teague
leading the way with 29 points.
It was the first win ever for
the Demon Deacons (15-0, 2-0
Atlantic Coast Conference) over
the Eagles, a team they lost to
last season by 39 points.
"I told them, 'We've never
beaten Boston College,and pretty soon you've got to say:
Enough's enough,— Demon
Deacons coach Dino Gaudio
said. "We rubbed salt in that
wound this week."
Al-Farouq Aminu had 15
points and eight rebounds for
Wake Forest, which tied the
1926-27 team for the best start
in school history.
"I thought it was a quality
win for us on the road, especially coming off an emotional win
on Sunday against Carolina."
said Gaudio, who earned his

I 00th career victory.
On Saturday. the Demon
Deacons are at No. 10 Clemson;
along with No. I Pittsburgh, the
only unbeatens left in Division
In other games involving
ranked teams on Wednesday, it
was: No. I Pittsburgh 75, Soutlj
Florida 62; No. 3 Duke 7o:,
Georgia Tech 56; No. I
Michigan State 78, Penn State
73; No. 13 Georgetown 88, Nre,
8 Syracuse 74; Texas A&M 84;
No. 21 Baylor 73; and Illinois
66, No. 25 Michigan 51.
At Boston, Tyrese Rice anti
Joe Trapani both had 20 poidts
for Boston College (13-5, 1-2),
which has lost three straight -4
all at home and one to Harvard
— since a win over then-No. I
and unbeaten North Carolina on
Jan. 4.
-This is the ACC and yog
have to expect that every night,
But we can't let anybody come
into our house and beat us by 20
points." Trapani said.
The Eagles trailed by 21
points early in the second half
before cutting the deficit to 64:
55 on Rice's 3-pointer with 8:00
left. But James Johnson scored
two baskets and Teague scored
on a fast break and BC nevet
came within 10 points again. '

2008 CHEVROLET IMPALA
28,xxx Miles
23,m( Miles

Stk. #05129
Stk. #61794

Red
Gray

MONTHLY
PAYMENT
Sale Price $ 2 995
$ 1 ,000 Cash

Down -4- Tax, Title & Tags - Amount Financed $11,995
Powertrain Warranty up to 100,000 Miles
*With opproved credit. 72 months 5.90% APR Pius $189 00 process fee not included

TOYOTA

DWA N TAYLOR

accovrolet • Buick • Pontius•OINK •Cadillac
Showroom Hours : 8 a.m. — 6 p.m , Mon — Fri.•8 a.m. — 5 p.m.. Sat
Service Dept. Hours: 7 a.m. — 5:30 p.m., Mon. — Fri.
WebsIte: www.dwaintaylorchevrolet.corn

Hwy. 641 S.• Murray •(270) 753-2617
IIIIIIIIIMINIMINZIO111111.10•1111111101&

Next to Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Showroom Hrs: 8 a m. -- 61 it Mon. — Fri • 8am
Webslte: www.toyotaofmurray.conn

r, pm

Hwy. 641 S.• Murray (270) 753-4951
111111•101MIINIRIOR

is
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ADJUSTMENTS
Adyertiseis are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Tomes will be
responsible Mr only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reportea immediately so corrections can
be made
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DEADLINES

$8.50 Column Inch, sin Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within Or Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

kionday
Smar Saver

Fn.1160
Fflhla.rn.

TueSOR

N011. 1 Gm

Wednesday
Thursday
Fnday

Wed

$8.2.5 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.
• 35 extra for smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver
to- to 'elect edit an, suo,-infin
-70,05 tn
Ir t'et
LI "ILL .A.1
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whihtell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 7534927
OIL

010

Wein° Buy

Leal
Nola

L

Moak Homes For Sam

To all interested citizens ,if Calloway County. Kentucky

LAST ONEft' 3b/2ba
Complete with delivery
and set and ready to
live ins $29999
731-584-9429

The Department for Local Government accepting application material under the
Neighborhood :stabilization Program ,NSP1 which has been authonzed by the
Housing and Economic Recovery Art id 2009 t HERA t The Commonwealth of
Kentucky will ret-eivc $37.4119.71,9 from the United States Department of
Housing and Urban Development I HUD i for this program

YEAR End Clearance'
20%-50% of all lot
model homes! First
come first served'
731-584-9429

Public Hearing Notice

rer

•oe
)emoo

I hut'day. J.inuary 15. 2INP: •

Murray Ledger &

Purchase Area Housing Corporation is applying for funds in the amount of
$1.500,000 to purchase and redevelop abandoned or foreclosed-upon homer or
residential properties for re-sale or to house individuals or families whose
incomes are less than 121.ri of area median income
Purchaye Area Housing Corporation does not anticipate the displacement of any
personim resulting from this activity
Purchase Area Housing Corporation will hold a public hearing prior to the sub,
mission of the application form The public hearing will be held on January 23
'2009 at 3:30 PM at the Senior Citizens office at the Weak& Center at 607 Poplar
Street, Murray The purpose of this hearing is to obtain views on housing and
community development needs, review proposed activities, review the proposed
application and solo-it public comments. Technical assistance is available to helc
groups representing low and moderate income persons in developing proposals
The following information concerning the Neighborhood Stabilization Program
available for public inspection at the Weaks Center
Amount of funds available and range of activities that may be undertaken
Estimated amounts of funds proposed to be used for activities benefiting person of low and moderate income
Plans for minimizing displacement of persons as a result of activities associated
with NSF funds and plans for providing assistance to those persons to be actua.
4y displaced as a result of NSF funded activities
Records regarding the past use of NSF funds
A sumioarv of other important program requirements
Comments on Application
A copy of the NSF application matenal will also he or. file at the Weaks Center
for citizens' review and comment during regular business hours from January
IS. 2009 through January 23, 2009 Comments on the proposed application may
he submitted to the attention of Toni Meurer or David Hargrove. Purchase Area
Bevelopment District, P 0 Box 5811. May-field, KY 42066 until the close of bumness on January 23. 2009
Discrimination Clause
Purchase Area Housing Corporation does not discriminate on the basis of race.
it,lor, national tingin. on, age, religion or disability, and provides, upon request.
reasonable acn,mmodation. including auxiliary aids and services, to afford an
individual with a disability an ts4ual opportunity to participate in all aervices.
iirograms and activities Any persons requiring special needs assistance should
contact Tom Meurer or David Hargrove at '270-247-7171 at least five days pnor
to the meeting The TDD number for the hearing impaired is 1/K00-6411-6057
NrYTE ADA ConlacO
www.kyblind.state.ky us
1/677XYBLIND
Department for the Blind
www.aph.org
19001223-1839
American Printing House
11400/372-2907
('ommission for the 1)eaf and Hard of Hearing
www kcclIth org
For Interpreter Directory www hcdhh orgiaccerMinterpdir.html
State Relay TDIT Number 14400,648-6057

Help Wanted
REWARD:

For the return of a
pack purse stolen on
Worth Cherry Street.
:Call 753-7157 or 227.1270 $200 reward, no
questions asked.
TEXAS HOLD 'EM
TOURNEY
Saturday, January 17.
2009
'Knights of ColumbusMurray KY
: 270-752-3333
3100 Buyin/$2500 1st
Place/Top 10 Paid
Murray Ledger &
1-t
:Times considers its
;sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
readers using this
Information do so at
their own risk Although
'
'persons and companies mentioned herein
Are believed to be reptable. The Murray
tedoer & Times. nor
Dny of its employees
pccept any responsibilqty whatsoever for their
activities.
060
Help Waned

FIRST Baptist Church
Clinton Ky is seeking
a part-time youth minister Applicants
should mail a resume
to First Baptist
320
Church
Mayfield Rd Clinton
or email
Ky 42031
to firstbaptistsea rch yahoo.com

•
intrepid.
Home Health State
Registered Nurse
Aides(SRNA)
Needed!
jiun he i_ompanu
setting the pace
McCracken Marshall
Calloway and Graves
County'
FT and PRN openings
tot Kentucky Stale
Registered Nurse Aides
Must have clean criminal
and cawing records and
work history
Send resume to
Kaye Travis RN
1616 Hwy 121 North
Murray. KY 42071
Of

DISCLAIMER
When acce.sing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifiedu
wetrpage at
murray ledger com.
, you will be redirei.red
1, to JODRCIvor• Ltall
By default.
Murray and local Job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
faeh--ite. not all listings
Ott the lithnetwork coni
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us it you hase any
t„ questions regarding
the Murray area
• job listings Thank

Save

email Resume to
a, s1 nampodima corn

Phone 270-753-1434
Far 270-759-9936
WWW

intrepsclusa corn
EOE

growing
RAPIDLY
company based in
Murray-KY is seeking
an experienced,
Full Charge General
bookkeeper,
ledger
with
experience
QuickBooks and
is
Microsoft office
required. Fax resume
and salary requirements to
270-477-c
Check out the
classsheds al
,
www..murrayledger colt,

artIdes
For Ssis
1996 SOONER Horse
trailer. 4hrs. w/4 SW
full living quarters_
Includes awning,
attached exterior 8f1
long aluminum dropdown table, toilet,
shower, fndge,
microwave Newly
upnolstered. new laminate flooring. 513.900.
Cali 435-4717
Accepting-new
patients. ALWA VS,

Eyecare
Speeialties
Dr. Kevin Adams

270-759-2500
FRESH whole Hog
sausage, hot or mild.
$4.00 2Ib bag. Ph
293-7243
SONY Flat Paniti We
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TVs. All the
newest makes and
including
models
XBR
Best
Sony's
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up.
custom
surround
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned arid operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
Murray
action
Telephone
Electronics, Inc.. corner of 8th and Arcadia.
(270)753-7567.
UTILITY Trailer
10'x6.5'. $450.00
978-2311

061

060

USED trailer 12'-18' air
conditioned. Call
(270)978-1806

Nolp wanted
RECEPTIONIST:
Martin, Colson. Hale &
Henderson CPAs have
a position available for
a full time receptionist
position through April
15th Minor bookkeeping experience is preferred but not required
Resumes may be
delivered to 502 Maple
Street or faxed to
(270)753-1732

mom
CHRISTIAN
seeking children to
watch in my home
Qualified educational
background through
MSU w/ multiple references. 435-4724 or
(580)794-3315
HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray,
FAMILY looking for
home to purchase in
Murray City area with
owner financing
Sharon Sanford
510 Pate Rd
Huntington, TN 38344
USED motor oil pickup
Drum exchange
270-436-2215

4°111-c.1
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARN-EMIRS
o05 E South 12.th

(270)753-1713

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
401 Maple St.
We sell new &
used furniture at
great deals
(270) 761-7653
TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques
Rood Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

ZERO hum commercial mower, Cub Cadet
Tank, 60" cut with 40
hours. 293-8576
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
**OWNER Finance**
No credit cheek
pnvate
Singlewide
Country setting close to
lake 213 Primrose,
New Concord, KY
$1,500
$34.900„
down Call Ruth*
270-753-2222.
16X60 2 BR 2 BA
Central H/A. gas
heatistove/dryer. all
appliances,covered fr
porch & back deck
270-898-2697 after
4:00PM

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
t SOS Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

3BR 2BA. newly
remodeled Furnished
(270)293-3163
HUGE 3BR, 28A
block from lake in
Anderson Shores
$500 monthly, deposit
required (270)3622705.(270)205-6525
NICE 2 BR, no pets
753-9866

& 2 bedroom Apts
to
available Walk
MSU. Laundry onsite,
College Farm Apts,
978-1123
1 Bedroom apartment.
Clean and nice. All
appliances including
W/D. No pets.
(270)436-2524 Cell
(270)293-6906
1 BR apt, various lacations. Coleman RE.
Move in free days.
753-9898
I BR. all appliances, 1
year lease, deposit, no
University
pets.
Heights Sub. $325
monthly 753-4937
M-F, 8-5.

www.murraykyapartments.com

270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer. trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!
Housing Authority of Murray is now talung
applications for I, 2, 3. 4, and efficiency
apartments. These are federally subsidized
income based apartments. NO ELECTRIC
DEPOSIT REQUIRED! Apply at 716 Nash
Drive Monday - Friday 7:30 - 4 PM. Phone
753-5000: Equal Housing Opportunity.

Fallow
2BR, 2BA. garbage
water & cable included.
$550 month, 1 year
lease, brand new. 7539479 ask for Debbie
Mac or 759-1509 after
5:00pm.
3BR. 2BA in Hazel.
CH/A, all appliances,
lease. dep. &ref, no
pets. $525. 753-1059

BRAND new one bedroom in Hazel. All new
appliances provided
including wid. Super
nice with large deck.
Water, sewer, trash
and all electric includplus
ed. $550/mo
deposit. No tease
required. No smoking
within and no pets
270-492-8211

2BD. furnished, gas
heat Lease, depose,
references required,
no pets 1604 Miller
upstairs $400 a
month. (2701519-2699
2BR 2 bath. 2 blocks
from MSU, w/d hookup. no pets $395 per
deposit
&
month
References required.
759-3050 or 492-8069
2BR duplex. nice,
CM/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR townhome 1.5BA.
W/D. 2-car garage
$500
$695 rent,
deposit, first month
free.
1 -year lease, no pets
1401
293-3904
Douguid Dr.
2BR 1 5BA, no pets
$475 monthly
293-5423

1 BR, PET FREE AND
SMOKE FREE, NEAR
ONE
HOSPITAL,
YEAR LEASE HARDFLOORS
WOOD
$325
226-8006
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A. W&D.
5600- 2 people. $6753 people, water,
sewage & trash furnished, no pets
(270)293-3710
LARGE, very nice 2
bedroom, 1 1/2 bath
townhouse with all
appliances including
microwave and washer & dryer. $495/mo
(270?759-5885 or
(270)293-7085
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
SMALL 1
Water paid
month No
person only

BR apt
$265 per
pets One
753-5980

NOW renting several
exceptionally nice,
large 1 bedrooms,
unfurnished and
newly constructed
($375 includes
microwave). All appliances including washer, dryer, and dishwasher. Availabilities in
February. 759-5885 or
293-7085

NICE 2Br. 1Ba duplex
refrigerator
Stove,
$301C
W&D hook-up
deposit, $325 rent
293-3761

753-2905
ilouses For Rant1 L
NICE quiet neighborhood, remodeled. 2BR.
I BA, laundry room
garage, fenced badi
yard. All rooms lamStove, refrigerator
nished
3-blocks from university. $550. First/last
month's rent & deposit
equired. No pets.
(270)227-8920

1500 sq. ft. Store
frontage. 1701 121N
bypass. $800 month
Call 753-2225 (Debbie
Mac) 759-1509 (Steve;
after 5:00.

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905
293-1480

All sizes to
flt your needs
Located by
Froggy radio station

Retail Store in Hazel
plus 960
2500 SF
SF porch
Really nice, Great for
antiques, restaurant,
retail, etc
270-492-8211
Small offices and oiice.
available.
suites
Adjacent to MSU $200:
and up Including utilirestrooms..
ties.
kitchen, conference.
room & more Century:
21 Barger RE
270-247-2421

7534359 759-9854

Nauss For Rant
2 BR, very nice
Coleman RE
753-9898
2 or 3 BR houses near
Murray.
downtown
753-4109
3BR Brick, refng. Sty.
Dishwasher, W/D
Hookup, Central H&A,
Large Deck on rear of
home, 3-miles N. of
Walmart on Hwy 783.
$700 Dep/Mo. Lawn
care included. 7533125 or 978-1743
3BR, 2BA. Brick,
newly remodeled, no
pets. 1655 Ryan
$750.00 month
(270)293-3710
38R. 2BA, Hardwood
floors, newly remodeled 701 Broad St
$500 month, no pets.
293-3710
5BR, 2-1/2BA Brick in
Hazel, C/H/A. all appliances, lease. dep &
ref . no pets. $625
753-1059
5BR. 2BA, C/H/A. all
appliances, lease,
dep&ref.. no pets
$625 753-1059
Ail line ads
placed in our

Storao -

Commerical Prop For Rent

11111.1alr No.01111011.

RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
Carrier of 121 S. & Glendale.
i0X111 US 10%15 SR
1270)436-2524
(2701293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905
PREMIER
MiNiSTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
-Safe & clean
-We sell boxes'
Wile rent U-Hauls
753-9600

DOG Obedience
436-2858
The Place to
Start,.,,Murray
Ledger & Times
270 7

-1 1
tit

I.

Don't Be A *

the

*
*LEDGER&TIMES-:
MURRAY

a Home Delivery
$30.00
a 3 mo.
a
a
e

6 trio.
1 yr.

3 mo
6 mo.
1 yr.---

website for tree!

Local Mail
535.00
$63.00
$110.00

453.00 3 mo.
6 mo.
$105.00
yr.

.Proone & Bwran.kor

posted on our

Cheek

$70.50
$90.00
$120.00

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
575.011
3 mo.
1 yr.

Money Order

-....$145.00
Visa

SNt. me
Address
I

City__

I State_
I
Daytime Pb._

for rent / lease on East Chestnut Ext.

Call 270-759-4851
for more information.

I.
*

Subscribe to

Rest of KY/TN

NEW - 7,000 Sq. ft. Industrial building

:fa

r-g\ciz

paper are

2BR. 1BA Hazel.
C/H/A, all appliances.
lease, dep &ref, no
pets $425. 753-1059
2BR. 2BA. appliances
furnished, nice. 109
Welch Dr
(270)841-1599

We have new storage units
located behind
Murray Business Center
On North 12th
With Interior Lights,

Pr7,116.715 Mre-iegerMot LLC

1BR & 28R apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, no pets.
753-2905
1BR apartment. All utilities paid. $450
per month plus deposit
270-227-4325

IMMEDIATELY
Br
2
AVAILABLE
duplex. nicely remodeled and furnished.
wood/tile floors. w/d
$425. 489-2741.

753.3853

1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898

1BR utilities incl. HUD
Sec8 first 2 mo free,
$50 gift certificate.
(270)354-6446 EHO

'All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..6

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
requred. 753-4109.

Dr
Brooklyn
1BR
$325
1BR near University
$225.
753-5992

NEON BEACH
MININSTORAGE

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Application,

12:1

VISA

Mail this coupon

tA

ith payment to.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1918

e
e
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4B • l'hursda,s, Januart 15, 2009

clef flyie

PUBLIC AUCTION
SATURDAY,JAN. 24, 2009
1000 AM

Share your precious new arrival by submitting
a photo of your baby born in 2008.

Illtat

HAZEL. K1 • 312 State Lint Rood - Frees
Hazel. at caution light. go west on State Lime
Rd. 3 tenths toile. Auction on right.
Due to heath meows. gain Herm and
Personal Property for Ovie Ward
isisit our vieheltr: www.dengtapietimelien.casal

ROWS OF /trot

i i WK.\',1 ,AANNINIll N‘etrnaein is torn Ma the property
t•rt.rtlt ....,,,re 4. lead hated pop
p,,i,-, tedroorn

suite isiterry i • 1 pc bedroom wine

, rir.,pi,i • ...'i

Quern Anne style chairs(mauve I • plaid sot
•
& ,hao • lark- as liner i Muir) • riciagon dining table
. ft,11.• htilt.th table •IIIIim • cunt, wrilass stielses • 4 cane
Nautili ,hart', • hall taisle w /mad* top • hall tree • rattan
tat*•coffee & end tables•

[...Act • Maple r....ken • sofa

“ontis • 1.....i lamp • rdlany style lamp • samisal glass •
• tiring pc, • Keystone
.
,
messed ,. 1.rs. • +rime MY

NAME OF CHILD

Date of Birth'
Weight

HD

washer • GE

dryer •

-4

extinguisher • wicker basket • •

41k1 1r ard furniture• 4:011Cfete flower ,
. 1991 Lipps baseball trading coeds •(li window .

It'Attt

It chest free..el. SOWN •JD 321
23
SC unit. in Nisi • .
...Al spimer. l gat Mich • truck tool box • 5 hp_ chipper•1
I.ard machine hi FD mower. 12 5 Imp , MC cut + Bolens 15.5 I
,
mower. i I - LIS( • lawn & garden tools • Craftsman table
NAY • Hush MI: hay spear • h tt. blade • I INIs• illICI,110,

RROMR AtIC410111ENALIONt
riAngtS.Ppitbtf ti&dtDOIATit•Tf11•61'

u irsu ‘11
U( 11111

,
40
41,5

ii.teritiiskivaras.risatiaiCaixripiata..
'1

ISM

tsss.sriiiit

RIM ffitt APP•AiXttakill
.
.
• .
.
hk •

,

an Bath

I

chargers • 12 bicycles + load benders

. .

1 • SOO

F.%

plhl • alummum ladders • 19/4 F250 Ford pickup
- IOC had F:50 crew cab, Peel bed, needs work • 1992
1.0•1.1 lscrostar ran • 21 13 Prowler camper trailer • 16 ft.

;St

III

tt 91.11,11Thaitilkillit.

•s:A....th • ktAer4is

•ndristio' trit • .1, Oro., 1.

• tool box
• boom pole • 1 hooter plow • trailer spray ng
totter saw •
• sok.Act sets • hand tools • &ills •
rape stamps • boners

Length:

an

Name of
Parents'

Name:
Phone:
skein 20 2008 • 6 Ihs 13 oz • 20 lorry
Came Stephenson & Carlos Aguero Jr

Call For Detailed Brochure or Visit: www.harrisauctions.com
REAL ESTATE TERMS 15°C Down Day 01 Sale Balers P n 30 oays

,mlwella stand • 1•3411
is

e arm

27 861 Acres
Auetioit Held -At The Sedalia Restaurant

i- etrigemior • Sharp IIINAN..a,• small electric Lp011111110:V.
• kilt.hell utensils • Tupperware • tread box • ala pica •
r•ol• A pans. stack heaters• Fag Act guitar v./canvas ease ,
stand • .
• Eureka St. • Inn Iles!! sac • 7znith Tk • TV
! Tel,. %CR • tire

I la

Great Building Sites On Poyners Chapel Rd & Stubblefield Rd'
A Short Drive To Mayfield - Between Cuba 8. Wingo !
Stewart Hwy Cuba HO 76 Miles
frorn Mayfield: Follow Hwy 303 Jeryi
To Poyners Chapel Rd ProceeC 2 Mdes To Property Signs Posted!
Real Estate Tracts: Tract 1 - 6 233 Acres • Tract 2 - 9.514
Acres • Tract 3• 9 387 Acres • Tract 4 • 6 878 Acres • Tract 5 -

flew are 6 place setting • collector
, pillows & rugs• wanted
.
linens • dm

noose,• a‘stirted ph hors • GE,

ounty

taves

Ice

Ware ix. • No.sir

r,i,,,,,,,,,J,„1,,,...

LGIRL

BOY

REALERAIEL, Selling a 1.494 sq ft house, I &
1 /2 stones s inv I siding. First floor has 2 bed1‘101n‘. kits hen:dining. living room, full bath. unlit:. upuair. 2 bedrooms. sewing room, full bath •garage. front porch & back porch.
as heri_ 2.
of selling horn deed description
cats Mater
REAL ESTATh
1-.1- k fit s_
KLAL_LSIAIE_WILL.SELLAT 11:30 AM.
331111_ I1I._1:001(11.DAY OF Aucnati CLOSLNC WITHIN 30 DAYS WITHPASSING OF
DEED POSSESSION Al0°SING

p,

Murray Ledger & Times

1S

•

Publication Date: 1/23/09
Deadline to submit photo and

information: 1/19/09 at 5PM
color)
in
be
will
(Artwork
Send $10 payment, photo & form to:

Murray Ledger & Times Babies of 2008
P.O. Box 1044) Murray, KY 42071

•itadieria(irif8fickeang.
.ibur PrOkISR/ItiPillin*Arsists

.T !or

trt.nler • 2 wheel trailer • Mimi Craft boat. 25 h.p Johnson
.s. trailer • Honda 4 wheeler•lots of assorted menhiuslise
Irt .ww building.
1r for Accodenti
,
1111
MN RCIP0
,
Lon. I. it.rigiNet
CONDOLONS Complete settlement des or ...oh
I.,, .14, tr.( ASH. CASHIER'S CHECK. in PERSONAL CHECK
,Intt 'ir RENT BANK LETTER OF CREDIT guareneretna pis,,• ,"air ,t':)oug Tot:. Auclvion Ser•kv respired by ALL per

TTICON A

-

.., prhonali• 1.no••• bi4 Natal...one company

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

st

ANNOUNCEMENTS
without
*DIVORCE
Children $95, Divorce
with children $95. With
FREE name change
documents (wife only)
and marital settlement
agreetnent Fast, easy
and professional Call
1-888-789-0198

A,
l

1'111,it ti1

.1 Ali:
,
1+0,111

ol 11111F,• %114 • r•'111. I Rg..11.i1A.
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

'- I

I II

tt

I it

Livestock & Swedes
—OvVNER Finence—
No Credit Check,
newly
IBA
3BR,
remodeled, quiet country setting, close to
lake 127 Tearese
Concord
New
859,900. $1,950 down
Cali Ruthie 270-7532222

GOOD horse hay,
$500 bale
1436
,
(270)856
HAY for sale
Rye/ Timothy' Org. Gr.
Sm SQ. bales $3.00
753-1 287
ROUND rolls of hay.
$25 00 Mil 753-8819

*One order, One check,
One smart move! Save
time and money by
making one call to
place a 25-word classified in 70 Kentucky
newspapers for only
$250. For more information, contact the
classified department
of this newspaper Of
call KPS 1-502-2238821

3 Bedroom. 2 bath
brick home Approx
2175 sq ft living
space: I5x25 sun
room, attached
garage: 27x30 work
shop w/14x27 unfinished bonus room,
24x24 covered picnic
area. $164,500. 1621
Locust. I will wort with
you. 227-5759

Yard Saes

MOVING SALE
803 HURT DR.
SAT 1/17
7AM-12PM
3x6 locking file
cabinet. 21 color
TV w/remote, 4)(6
antique chifferobe
many misc.
household items
(270)978-7312
for details.

BENTON Country
Club
new construction.
38R 28A *VAN whitestunecontractors corn
'03-7308
New 2-4

-71;e•
111111t

Bedroom homes
Riverdeid

CHAIM REAL
AAUCRON

Estates.
Matt Jena*.

ESTATE

293-7102
fliancong available 1 704 Melrose
24hr recorded "forma
bon 800-986-2789-ext
2031 cebnornes corn
Direct line
270-804-1655

Owner

430

9•11 Estes

BUSINESS
SERVICES
NETWORK
•D1SH
Satellite TV systems
installed FREE this
week' First month
bank
No
FREE(
account neeoecil No
$$$ down needed'
Call
(866)689-0523
now for details,
HELP WANTED
*Firefighter and EMT
Openings for entry
level trainees. Good
pay' benefits. Must be
under age 34 in good
physical condition and
have HS diploma Will
pay training and relocation expenses CASH
BONUS avaliable. Call
for interview 1-80°282-1384
Press
Kentucky
Service is seeking a talGraphic
ented
Designer( Web sales
person to dnve Online

inc corn Call 877-740sales. Located in Kentucky.
advertising
Heavy 6262
design ads and other American
Training •Cinvers- ASAP! Signpnnted materials and Equipment
assist with website 866-280-5836
On Bonus 35-41 cpm
design. The successful
PET/PET SUPPLIES Earn over $1000 weekly
candidate will work as a
Benefits.
Excellent
Repine Need CDL-A & 3 mos
partner with direct •Kentucky
agencies
January
and
clients
Expo- Sunday,
recent OTR. 877-258throughout the United 18th- Paroquet Spnngs 8782
www.meltonCentre- truck.corn
States. Abilities include Conference
KY
advertising Shepherdsville,
'Online
CDL-A:
design and sales: 10am-4pm- Admission *Drivers'Layout and design of $5.25- Buy & sell live Weekend Home Tune!
ads; reptiles and supplies. Flatbed Company. Paid
newspaper
Vacations/ Holidays,
'Strong communication 6 0 6 - 4 6 5 - 6 3 8 9
and presentation skills: WWW k tu yreptileex- Full benefits, 401K.
Direct Deposit & More!
'Teamwork and inter- po •com
6 months OTR req'd
personal skills:
RTSPORTING/SPO
800-441-4271 xKY-100
to work in a fast paced
ING GOODS
Send
environment
&
Miles
*Driversresume to WEB 101 •Gun Show' Jan 17-18 Freight. Positions availLane, Sat 9-5 & Sur 9-4
Consumer
abbe ASAP! CDL-A with
Frankfort, KY 40601 or Somerset The Center tanker required. Top
l
emai
(2292 S Hwy 27) Buy pay, premium benefits
treviett0kypress.com
Info and MUCH MORE' Call
Trade
Sell,
(563)927-8176 Kenny or visit us online, 877Home- Woods Guo Show Inc
•Part-time,
484-3061 VIVAY.Oakleybased Internet busitranspoct.com
DRIVERS
TRUCK
$500Earn
ness
HELP WANTED
•HeIp Wanted. Join Wit$1000: month or more
or
Lease
Flexible hours Training •Dover- $5K Sign-On Trans
Driver
provided No selling Bonus tor expenenoad Company
required FREE details teams with HazMat: Dry Program. Enjoy our
WWW k348 corn
Van & Temp Control Strong Freight Network.
available 0/0s wel- 1-888-229-8712. Must
INSTRUCTIONAL
come Call Covenant be 23.
•Attend College Online (866)684-2519 EC/E.
*Help Wanted No Truck
from Home' 'Medical
Dnver Experience- no
B
&
Class-A
*Driver
'Business 'Paralegal
problem Wil-Trans will
Training
CDL
Computers 'Criminal
teach you how to drive
qualify
may
Applicants
Justice Job placement
Training Company sponsored
State
assistance Computer for
CDL Training 1-888Employment
Dollars
available Financial aid
428-6374 Must be 23
and
Assistance
if qualified Call 866Available *International
Truck
8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1 Financing
Kentucky Driving School located
www CenturaOnline co Located in
Training
Truck Amer.ca
in KY. now enrolling stu866-244-3644
dents Class-A CDL
•NCCER ACCREDITTraining Job assisEquipment •Dnver- Join PTL today' tance Financing to try
ED
Training Company drivers earn to help averynors Start
Operator
Applicants may qualify up to 40 cpm. 1'2 cpm working now' 888-780Training increase every 60K 5539
State
for
Dollars Employment miles Average 2,800
and miles( week. COLA
Assistance
www.ptlavailable Required
Financing

95 Toyota Garrity LE,
S3.500 (270)492-8614
1990 Buick Park Ave
Good condition.
$1,000.00 080
Cell(270)293-7913

Slur•a• IedR.'rth Hours Fat
it olicte
,,,,1 1serttin
t.t1 Fair

lass Dewed

At's
ter

h*Pre

sing
•,
7 ws in

LAM
•
LAWN SERVK
Mowing. Manicuring,
Landscaping &
LtaL_VaLerummg
satielimiliniesearameed
753-1816 227-0611

nil

14:45..16 inch
gariihg at S20
mounted
.1••••tAr.,

• .•

FAIT

Call 753-5606

ill

YOUR AID
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
I. ALL 753-1914,

Hill Electric
2004 Durango SLT,
rise. black. loaded
$11,500. 767-0583

To email viol,
,classdied*rourtald
(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

Since 1986
24 noun stuneca
Res Corn. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

75

562

436.2967 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal gutter
cleaning hauling. etc
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work

If you haven't picked up a picture that was used in a
classified special section, you may come by our
office during our business hours and pick it up.

LPiiiIR&TilaMES
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071
Hours: 7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
(270)753-1916•classified@murrayledger.com

Nomme

Iv laceeellee Roar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday. Jae. 16, 2009:
This year. you will not lack energy: however, funneling your highvoltage enthusiasm and drive could become a major issue. If left
unharnessed, you s.ould find that snappiness or irritation emanates
from you. With so many possibilities, it would be sad not to employ
some self-discipline. Others could be very serious. Might that be the
result of your being a little wilder than usual? If you are single, you
harcly will have time to pursue others, as so many people will he
chasing you! Ask yourself what you want in a relationship as you
explore different bonds. If you are attached, let your sweetie dominate a little more as you become a back-seat driver -- as hard as that
might be! LIBRA has the same issues as you but could be quite challenging.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so. 1 -Difficult

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Communicate when someone seeks you out. A friendship will
build if you remain open. You need to put in the extra work to complete a protect as expected Investigate and remain open to a tough
boss or associate. Tonight. More comes out.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** A slow and easy pace makes a difference. Investigate what
others think, but at the same time, when something doesn't work for
you, get past the immediate issue. Reach out for an expert or two
Tonight: Let your spint soar
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Your creativity and playfulness emerge when you handle a
problem. If you find yourself in a disagreement with an associate or
key loved one, attempt to get a more neutral opinion. Tonight:
Togetherness works.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Others can be difficult without intending to. You might feel
discouraged when you make an effort to make peace but a problem
ensues. Communication feels oft Tonight: Mosey on home
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Your ability to hold a conversation allows you to gain new
`Sp).111 11.0(.1,•il I
insight. Realize what you want from a situation, and help others locus
".
BRUSH & Hammer
on the long-term results. If you're feeling overly energetic, take a
Painting. fix-its &
"
tl
walk. You will chill. Tonight_ Hang out with friends.
A TO B MOVING
repairs 436-2228
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
and
Local
4341 • 22" -644
*** Be aware of your spending and what is going on. You know you
long distance
have a lot to accomplish in order to stabilize your funds. Say no to a
Express Leaf Reesevii
Call Brian dl
high nsk, be smart and stay anchored, knowing the basics. Tonight.
Be a fiscal conservative.
(270) 705-4156
3leit hl Ls wrist-apes
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
2274414
***** You are in prime shape and ready to handle anything that
oupaua Fees!
AFFORDABLE
comes your way. Laughter aria caring earmark your relationships
%%ores Frce,
Carpentry
Others catch on to your fun energy. A roommate could be difficult
•Sagging floors
Keenest* luau.
anyway. Tonight: Add sparkle into your night
*Roof Leaks
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
FUTRELL'S Tree
ML Garage :as
•Sheetrock
*** Take care of yourself, as others could demand more than you
Service
Installation repair and
•Decks
removal
Trimming,
can give. Don't take another's beliefs or opinions personally. Indulge
resifor
maintenance
No job too small
stump grinding,
a family member. Let more caring flow here Tonight: Vanish while
and
commercial
dential
227-9641
firewood insured
you can.
door and openers
489-2839
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
dock
levelers
Including
Carpentry
ALL
Reach out past tic obvious. You could see a sat:abort far
and dock plates Call *****
ConstnJchor
differently from the way you did in the past. Though you might want
SMART GUTTER
270-293-2357
*tomes *Remodeling
to rush into a situation, it might be smarter to detach and think. Your
CL.EANINIG
• Decks *Screened
THE Murray Ledger & perspective will change. Tonight. Yap up a storm
GUMS(maned
its
Porches *Garages
considers
Times
any size noose
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*Rotten
•Sagging
sources reliable. but **** Take a stand and stay on top of your game Your willingness
$129 or less
Floors 'Termite
occur
do
"accuracies
Limited wet" only
to get past an immediate issue comes across as aggressive on your
Damage *Horne &
Readers using this
(2T0) 293-5170
part Making a statement like 'whatever' could put others off. Tonightt.
Mobile Home
information do so at
A must show
Licensed & Insured
,rseir own risk. Although
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
270-227-0587
eersons and compa
***** Make a point not to get caught up in a situation that could
270-753-2353
nies mentioned herein
uncomfortable. Your way of dealing with this matter would be
re believed to be ree- be most
and gain a more complete picture. Empathize with someAPPLIANCE REPAIR
wisekIs spc..14
lable. The Murray to detach
SERVICE & PARTS • ks ills ossned/operwd Ledger & Tomes, nor one, understand where people are coming from. Tonight: Take off
ASAP
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-1151 • 293-27/1 any of as employees PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
759-5534
accept any responsibil293-2784
dominates plans and what goes on. You'll gain a
Chuck Van Buren
ity whatsoever for their ***** A partner
perspective with ease as long as you work to walk in another's footactivities
ATTIC Insulation blown HOME 8 Lawn
steps. Your empathy adds caring and trust to your bond. Tonight. Go
Mowing. leaf mulch.
Free Pallets
in 293-1924
with another's choice
gutter cleaning,
t °acting Dock of
etc
painting.
repairs,
Murray Ledger
BORN TODAY
BARRY JAMES
(270)382-2055
ELECTRONICS
Tire mogul Andre Michelin (1853). talk-show host Laura Schlesinger
& Times
(270)705-8250
(1947), singer, actress Ethel Merman (1908)
Coma
First
•Aiidro
•••
ire,
First Serve
• limbo Tho,tlre
YEARRY'S
Bigar Is on the Internet at http://wenv.lacquelineblJacqueline
esi,
Service Free
Please
gar.com.
mates Phone
Calls
Phone
No
12701 227-9212
(c) 2009 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
436-2562 227-0267

JOE'S JOBS

teed Cars

Don't Forget!

